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Opening
arguments
expected
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Opening arguments are expected today in the trial of a man
accused of shooting and killing
a state Alcoholic Beverage Control officer.
Prosecutors and defense
lawyers spent Monday and
Tuesday selecting a jury in the
trial of Timothy R. Doyle of
Paducah. Doyle, 41, who has
a history of mental illness, was
charged with capital murder in
the killing of ABC Agent Brandon Thacker of Louisville.
Thacker, 27, was shot with
a .44-caliber handgun while trying to stop an erratic driver
on the Western Kentucky Parkway on April 16.
Jury selection was expected to conclude early today,
prior to the opening arguments.
Defense attorneys Mark
Stanziano of Somerset and Jill
Giordano of Princeton said during a March 8 hearing they
planned to argue that Doyle shot
and killed Thacker, but was
insane and acted in selfdefense.

- New rules
require fast
response

•

WASHINGTON (AP) — State
inspectors will have to investigate complaints of harm to
nursing home residents more
quickly under new federal roles
announced Tuesday.
"The complaint process ...
was not working as well as it
should be," said Nancy-Ann
DeParle, administrator of the
agency that oversees federal
dollars going to nursing homes.
in some states, complaints can
sit there for weeks, even
months."
As a remedy, DeParle said,
state inspection agencies were
informed in a letter sent Tuesday that they must now respond
within 10 days to any complaint alleging harm to nursing
home residents. In the past,
inspectors had to meet a twoday deadline only in situations
meeting the graver standard of
posing "immediate jeopardy" to
a resident.
Families of nursing home residents and other advocates for
the elderly and disabled have
brought attention to the problem, DeParle said.
DeParle said new posters,
pamphlets and videos will help
educate nursing home residents and their families about
the new standards and how to
file complaints.
"It's not just physically hurting someone," she said. "It could
also be things like not providing proper nutrition."
The educational materials
are to be in nursing homes
by May.
The new complaint guidelines are the latest step in a
campaign President Clinton
announced last summer to
improve enforcement of nursing home standards.
Other steps include immediate fines of up to $10,000
for serious violations of health
and safety standards.
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Sheriff seeks help
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
A federal grant that pays most of a sheriff's
deputy's salary has expired, but cost-of-doing-business expenses, including an increasing juvenile crime
problem, haven't.
"Really, we've been taking care of ourselves, and
we have been up until this year," Calloway County Sheriff Stan Scott said in requesting help from
the Calloway County Fiscal Court during its monthly meeting Tuesday.
Scott said his office is faced with the possibility of finishing out the fiscal year owing $56,774 it
borrowed last year for operations.
For a variety of reasons, the sheriff's department's outgo surpassed its income last year, Scott
said during the 80-minute meeting.
One reason is that funding for a full-time deputy's
salary through the federal Community Oriented Polic
ing Services (COPS) grant, which pays 75 percent

of the salary, ended in December 1997.
No new monies from the state have filled that
void, and the county has not budgeted money to
continue paying the deputy once the grant expires.
Scott said.
The sheriff's department still funds four full-time
and two part-time employees through the COPS
grant, but the department must have the money up
front, Scott said. The department is reimbursed every
three months.
That reimbursement doesn't include any overtime
paid to deputies, which must be paid by the department, Scott said.
Scott also said his office had to buy five patrol
cars last year and two more about one month ago
to replace older cruisers.
But one of the biggest problems is the cost of

M See Page 2

New housing booming
deposit on it on Friday," Tinsley.
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
said.
Staff Writer
The new units, which would
If all the plans presented before
the Murray Planning Commission face south, would be comprised
come to pass, there will be no of two two-bedroom,two bathroom,
shortage of housing in the city of one-and-a-half story apartments and
one one-bedroom, one-bathroom,
Murray.
The first item presented to the one story apartment.
Tinsley said that the two-bedcommission included plans for three
new apartment units to be locat- room apartments will have garages
to help alleviate parking problems.
ed at 909 Coldwater Road.
"I really want to hide the parkDeveloper Steve Tinsley already
said Tinsley.-"1- -want it-tofrig,'
one-storysix---orte-bedroom,
has
units at the location. He has had look like an established area."
The commission, acting in an
no problem filling the open spaces
advisory capacity on the matter,
so far.
"I've got all of them rented gave its approval for the planned
except one, and I'm getting a development project.

"Planning and engineering has
no problem with any of this," said
Planning Supervisor Linda Macha.
"Right now, it's just an empty
lot."
Tinsley will have to produce a
new plat for a public hearing next
month that will decide whether
construction can begin on the project.
The topic of Coldwater Road
construction brought on a small
-debate-about- what-te-do-about the
traffic situation at Five Points.
"Five Points is a mess, and
we're going to have to deal with

BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8. Times photo
MAKING A SPOT...Murray-Calloway County Park officials
Brad- Steele and Skip Dobbs check the size and depth
of a hole for one of 10 trees to be planted on the
Rotary Club Memorial Walk Tuesday in the park. The
trees were donated by the club and use of the equipment by TVA.

M See Page 2

Kokoraleis execution
first at new prison
TAMMS. Ill. (AP) — Andrew Kokoraleis, condemned to die for
the ritual mutilation murder of a 21-year-old secretary, was executed
early Wednesday at Tamms Correctional Center.
Kokoraleis was injected with a lethal dose of drugs at 12:29 a.m.
He sighed three times, licked his lips and appeared to be speaking
quietly to himself before he died.
Kokoraleis became the first prisoner executed at the new supermaximum-security prison. His case had been watched closely by death
penalty opponents, who stepped up their call for a moratorium on
executions in Illinois after the exoneration of two former death-row
inmates last month.
But their pleas were muted by the horrifying details of what authorities say was Kokoraleis' role in a cult blamed for the killings of as
many as 18 Chicago-area women in the early 1980s.
Last-minute attempts to postpone the execution were turned down
Tuesday by Gov. George Ryan, the Illinois Supreme Court and the
U.S. Supreme Court.
"A jury has decided his fate according to the law of the land."
Ryan said.
Kokoraleis was moved to Tamms by helicopter Tuesday morning

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
A PIECE OF HISTORY...Sandy Forrest, center, shows an authentic bullet to members of
Patricia Lassiter's class during a Civil War camp re-enactment staged Tuesday at Calloway County Middle School.

• See Page 2

Dow finally reaches 10,000 mark
From wire, staff reports
For a brief moment, the Dow
Jones industrial average stood atop
10,000, eliciting cheers and confetti on the floor of the New York
Stock Exchange.
But as often happens when the
bellwether stock indicator reaches
a milestone, selling pulled the Dow
back down Tuesday and left market watchers wondering when it

might actually close above 10,000. low interest rates and the world's
The index of 30 blue chip stocks growing fascination with high techbreached the five-digit mark 20 min- nology, particularly the World Wide
utes into the day, traded as high Web.
"This is a phenomenon that's
as 10,001.78, then fell back within a minute and closed at 9,930.47, been going on for three years,"
said Ralph Acampora, director of
down 28.30.
The Dow's achievement wasn't technical research at Prudential
a one-day event — it was just Securities.
The Dow, which represents compart of a long Wall Street rally
fed by a strong U.S. economy, panies with a combined market

value of more than $2.5 trillion,
is already up 8 percent this year.
And no matter what the market
does in the next few days, analysts are looking for the Dow ultimately to continue its advance.
"If the Dow merely does what
it's been doing, you'll have a Dow
20,000 in 10 years." said Jeffrey
Applegate, chief investment strategist at Lehman Brothers.

Below, Calloway County's first courthouse needs significant roof work
to replace the cedar shingles. Estimated cost of this work is between
$8,000 and $10,000. The building has also fallen victim to miscellaneous acts of vandalism, including graffiti. It currently is used for storage.
Bernard Kane /Ledger & nines photos
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Tonight.. Becoming mostly
cloudy. Low around 40
Thursday. . Considerable
cloudiness. High around 60.
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Above,the old one-room schoolhouse shows the deterioration in the
front, where many boards are warping and separating from the
frame, and the steps. which are rotting. Also, the roof, which is not
visible in this photo. is in dire need of repair.
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To most analysts, the Dow's
ascension to 10,000 is more of a
curiosity or media event.
-The 10,000 mark is absolutely a psychological milestone," said
Jan Holman, vice president of
investment services at American
Express Financial Advisors in Min-

• See Page 2

Officials
examine
train crash
BOURBONNAIS, Ill. (AP)
It is a railroad crossing that is
supposed to be as safe as any in
the country, one with modern crossing gates and flashing lights and
three decades of relative peace.
Authorities insist those gates
were down and the signal lights
were flashing red when an Amtrak
train slammed into a semitrailer
loaded with steel Monday night
in the nation's deadliest railroad
accident since 1993.
At least, 13 people were killed
and more than 100 injured.
,Federal investigators were hoping the engineer and the truck
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it one day," said commissioner
Dennis Crawford. "Right now, it's
a major traffic jam."
Macha said that the city's problem with dealing with Five Points
has to do with the fact that Coldwater Road is a state-owned road.
"It's been discussed with the
(Department of Transportation)
many times by our office," she
said. "They offered once to curb
and gutter it and turn it over to
the city, but they decided it would
cost too much.".
The other big construction project presented to the commission
dealt with the Plantation Apartments, a proposed 152-unit complex that would consist of one-,
two-, and four-bedroom apartments
and would be located west of they
Brittany Ridge/University Heights
area.
Rick Lamkin, attorney for
developer Ron Peprie, submitted
floor plans, a plat design and an
artist's conception of what the
completed complex would look
like to the commission.
No official action was taken on
the matter during the meeting. The
commission expressed concerns
over how the complex would connect with both Highway 121 and
North 16th Street.
"There is access off 16th Street,
but (Peprie) is proposing putting
in an entirely new entrance," said
Lampkin. "Whatever you require,
he's going to do it."
The matter of accessibility, however, was the only concern that
the commission had concerning
the project.
"I don't see anything that needs
improvement," said Crawford.
The commission did vote to
recommend that approximately 12
acres of land belonging to Fuels,
Inc., and Jerry Rayburn be annexed
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This is an artist's rendering of what the proposed Plantation Apartments complex, which would
be located west of Brittany Ridge/University Heights, would look like. One-, two- and four-bedroom apartments would be available,
in to the city.
The property, which is located
behind what used to be Seven
Seas Restaurant, is currently undergoing renovations.
"It's going to be a pretty piece
of property when it's finished,"
said Crawford.
A public hearing will be held
next month to recommend the
annexation.
The topics of annexation and
the providing of utilities outside
the city limits also touched off a
debate on how the city should
continue its efforts on both issues.
A deed restriction used by the
city of Hopkinsville was presented before the commission for consideration. The city of Murray is
looking for alternatives to the
waivers they are currently using

• Dow ...
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"We're not educated enough to
make a decision," said commissioner Loretta Jobs.
In other business, the commission elected Crawford to serve as
vice chairman.

From Page 1
driver will be able to explain why
the truck was straddling the tracks.
"There have been reports that
possibly this truck went around
the gates and we are trying to
determine if that's what happened,"
John Goglia of the National Transportation Safety Board said late
Tuesday. He told the "Today" show
this morning that investigators were
checking tire tracks that went
around the gates to see if they
matched the truck.
"We will pursue this with vigor
to determine if this is a signal
problem or if in fact we have a
driver problem," Goglia said.
There were 217 people on board
the City of New Orleans when it
crashed Monday night at a rural
crossing 50 miles south of Chicago. At least three people were still
missing and feared dead in the
scorched and twisted wreckage.
Truck driver John Stokes, 58,
told investigators that he didn't
see the train approach and that
the warning lights started flashing
after he started across the tracks
near a Birmingham Steel Co. mill.
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MIDDAY
Pick 3:
8-6-4
Pick 4:
9-3-2-2
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News;aoers

"We inherited the East Side
Water District," he said. "We can
extend all the way to the county,
as long as we can maintain it."
The commission held off on
giving an official opinion on the
matter, however, until it could confer with City Attorney Don Overby.

KENTUCKY LOTTERY

Southern Farm Bureau Life Insurance
Company offers Flex II a Flexible
Prernum Retirement Annuity designed for
periodic as well as single premiums Your
contributions less any applicable maintenance fees accumulate wealth for the
future Early surrender charges apply

Pubiishers ;.ssociation. The Assbciatcid
Press is exc!Jsiyely entitled to news originated by Murray Ledger 8 Times.

also the only one that's expanding."
Crawford said that additional
utilities recently picked up by the
city will enable them to expand
services to an even larger area.

• Train ...

corporate profits rising.
From Page 1
Boston said some actions by
neapolis. "But for most investors,
President Clinton and Congress
it's just another day.- NAFTA, less government spendLocally. Betty Boston, a Certiing and reduced capital gains tax
fied Financial Planner and finan- have boosted the economy.
cial consultant at Hilliard Lyons,
"We have simplified it a little
described the Dow's climb into
bit for businesses to operate so
the five-digit range as a "non-event" businesses can operate more effipushed along by hype. „
ciently," Boston said.
"What moves the market is
Part of that increased efficienemotion," Boston said.
cy comes from a strong technolThe Dow 10,000 rocket was ogy sector in general and comlaunched early in the decade — puters in specific, Boston said.
when the index hadn't even reached
The stock market found partic3,000 yet — as the United States ular strength in the past year through
recovered from the 1990-91 reces- an explosion of enthusiasm for the
sion. The growing economy, low
Internet — hundreds of compainterest rates and low inflation
nies created Web sites to sell themhave kept consumers spending and
selves and their products.
Economic troubles in Russia,
Do you
Asia and Latin America have threathave a CD
ened several times to halt the
or IRA
Dow's advance. The blue chips
dropped below 7,500 on Oct. 8,
maturing?
but stocks rebounded on a series
of three interest rate cuts by the
OUR CURRENT
Federal Reserve.
FLEX II ANNUITY
The recent perception that troubled foreign economies were beginINTEREST RATE.
ning to rebound has also allowed
the Dow to resume its climb.

Press.

Association

when providing services outside city
limits.
Under the Hopkinsville contract,
the city would provide utilities
outside the city limits. If the property becomes contiguous to the
city, it would automatically be
annexed.
"If it's contiguous to the city,
and they want services, they have
to be annexed," said Macha.
Crawford said that while providing utilities outside the city
limits often creates problems, it
is also a key tool for city growth.
"It appears to be necessary in
some cases for development," said
Crawford. "I can see where this
is going to be a problem, though."
"We are the only city in this
area that extends services beyond
the city limits," said Macha."We're

FARM
BUREAU

The court approved Elkins'
From Page 1
taking care of juveniles charged appointments to various boards.
Scott Seiber, who is the vicewith crimes, Scott said.
chairman
of the Murray-Calloway
He said he has hired a parttime employee to transport juve- County Hospital Board of Comnile, as well as adult, inmates to missioners, was reappointed for a
and from court appearances and four-year term.
Tom Scruggs was reappointed
detention centers.
to the Code Ethics Commission
Scott added that his department
for a four-year term.
is not reimbursed for juvenile susElkins also named magistrates
pects' transportation nor for the time
Steve Lax and Gerald Duncan to
a deputy is tied up dealing with
serve four-year terms on the Weaks
them.
Center Board.
On a related matter, Jailer Phil
He also named Kathie Gentry,
Hazle in his report told magis- the
director of Need Line, to
trates housing juvenile suspects replace
Ora Lee Dunn on the Purcosts the county costs $90 per day chase Area
Commodity Food Bank
per juvenile.
Task Force.
Moments earlier, the fiscal court
Elkins said Dunn, whose term
approved a resolution asking the was to expire June 30, 2000, had
General Assembly to take over asked to be replaced because of
full funding for juvenile detention health reasons.
beginning next year.
In other business, the fiscal court:
The state was to gradually take
over juvenile detention funding
• Gave final approval for adoption
and totally assume the costs by of a revolving loan fund with the
2003.
Murray-Calloway County Economic
The county has budgeted Development Corp. Inc.
$66,000 for juvenile detention, said
• Accepted state Department of
Judge/Executive Larry Elkins.
Transportation maps of Calloway Coun"It looks like that's not going ty as the official county road system.
to be enough," he said.
The maps, which were presented in
In other matters, the court gave February's meeting, were amended to
preliminary approval to an ordi- include Mayfield, Nance and Horsenance concerning the use of emer- shoe lanes and McKees Port and Imogency equipment on the cars of gene drives.
the county's four constables.
• Heard a report from Ova Pittman
The ordinance presented by
with
the University of Kentucky's CenCounty Attorney Randy Hutchens
notes the fiscal court, by law, has ter for Rural Health, who announced
no authority over the elected posi- the beginning of the Kentucky Hometion of constable other than approv- place program in Calloway County.
ing the use of a constable's motor He also introduced Carla Gray, the
county's representative who works out
vehicle.
Compliance with the ordinance of the health department.
The program is a referral service
will be determined by the
designed
to help the county's"workjudge/executive, who will then
ing
poor,"
he said.
make a recommendation to the fis•
Heard
a report from Rita Burcal court.
The fiscal court would then ton, the county's solid-waste management coordinator, that March 20-27
recommendation
approve
the
will be Commonwealth Cleanup Week
"unless evidence exists that the
constable is not in compliance with in the county. "Spring Clean Kenthis ordinance or that the consta- tucky" is designed to clean up litter
ble Jas not posted bond, with suf- and illegal dumps along county roads,
ficient surety, as required by law," she said.
Burton also said a meeting has
the ordinance said.
The court approved bonds for been planned for 7 p.m. Monday at
the constables, as well as that of the Weaks Community Center to address
County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr., solid waste issues in the county and
to gather volunteers for cleanup efforts.
later in the meeting.
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From Page 1

death in 1987 for the murder of
Lorraine Borowski, who was
and was "polite, cooperative and abducted in 1982 on her way to
calm" through the day, Correc- work at a real estate office in the
tions Department spokesman Nic Chicago suburb of Elmhurst. Her
Howell said. He declined break- mutilated body was later found in
fast and a last meal, saying_ he a cemetery.
was fasting and would consume
Defense attorneys had argued
only water.
•
in recent Weeks that although KokoKokoraleis requested religious raleis was guilty of at least one
reading material including a Bible, murder, for which he received a
met with his brother for more than life sentence, his confession in the
five hours and talked on the tele- Borowski case was coerced. They
phone with other friends and his also argued new information cast
attorneys, Howell said.
doubt on the credibility of conKokoraleis was sentenced to fessions by two co-defendants.

Woman jailed on felony count
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Broad Street Extended woman
was in the Calloway County Jail
without bond Wednesday morning
following her arrest in connection
with a recent burglary of her neighbor's apartment.
Murray police arrested Stacey
Patton, 18, Tuesday at her Southside Manor apartment on a warrant charging her with receiving
stolen property more than $300.
Patton's arrest stems from the
burglary of the Patricia King apartment, which was reported Sunday,
said Detective Capt. Bobby Holmes.

Police found household furniture in Patton's apartment that was
reported taken from King's, he
said.
Police are still investigating the
burglary, Holmes said.
In other reports, the Calloway
County sheriff's deputies arrested
Euel David Elkins, 45, of Kirk
Ridge Road, Tuesday on a warrant charging him with theft by
failure to make required disposition of property more than $300,
a Class D felony.
Elkins remained in jail Wednesday morning in lieu of a $2,500
cash bond.
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Hate Diets? Tyy Vinegar to Lose Pounds, Inches

Murray Lodge #23
Fraternal Order of Police

Ni

Is currently in the process of a fundraising drive in
the Murray and Calloway County area. 15,000 letters were sent to residents and thus far we have
reached about 10% toward our fundraising goal.
The money raised will go for local projects and
charities. We would like to thank those who have
given and ask others to please send a donation,
along with this coupon to P.O. Box 992, Murray,
KY 42071. Everyone who donates will soon be
receiving a decal designating them as a 1999
booster for Murray Lodge #23. Your support is
greatly appreciated.
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No wonder Ms. Galend is smiling. She found an
easy way to lose pounds without pills, diets or
calorie counting. Her secret? The healthy vinegar
plan. "I dropped 30 pounds so fast it scared me,"
she writes. Just a few tablespoons of vinegar daily
will have you feeling and looking better as you melt
away unhealthy pounds. For FREE information
packet without obligation, write to: The Vinegar
Plan, Dept. FD4 I 98, 718-12th Si N.W.,Box 24500,
Canton, Ohio 44701. To help us cover printing
and postage. $1 would be appreciated, but not
cI9ce TCO FDO 66.501
necessary.

Ms. Jeanne Galena

Get MONEY-ON-THE-SPOT!
No doggone headaches or hassles at your
on-the-$pot Cash-Advancer!
EASY AS

1. Bring driver's license or
other picture I.D.
2. Most recent
paycheck stub.
3. Latest bank statement
& personal check.

Model *SOD23V

Court Square-Murray • 753-1713
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY!

I

Amount Donated

I Telephone #
16

NM NMI 6111I

OM MI

SIMI

a

513 So. 12th St.
The
Murray, KY
MoneyPlace ‘N (502) 759-8900
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Legislator campaigns for state park
VANCEBURG, Ky. (AP) — A freshman legislator has begun
her campaign to try to get a state park for Lewis County.
Rep. Robin Webb has been talking with other lawmakers and
state officials, pointing out that the county has natural beauty and
plenty of undeveloped Ohio River shoreline.
She is hoping that the state budget crafted early next year will
include funds for a feasibility study on her proposal.
But Webb, a Carter County Democrat, said convincing state
leaders that it's a good idea might be tough.
"Kentucky's commitment to parks isn't what it used to be," she
said.
The AA Highway has improved, access to Lewis County and
the county is within a half-day's drive of three major markets —
Ashland/Huntington, Cincinnati and Columbus she said.
The proposed park's proximity to existing state parks Carter
Caves, Greenbo Lake, Grayson Lake and Blue Licks Battlefield
also would work to its advantage, Webb said.
"They'd feed off each other," she said.
Bob Bender, deputy commissioner of the state Department of
Parks, said Webb had not yet asked his agency to look at potential park sites inLewis County. - - But he added: "We would be willing to consider placing a state
park there."
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Judge orders naming of sources
ATLANTA (AP) — A judge has again ordered reporters for
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution to name sources for articles about
Richard Jewell, a suspect in the Centennial Olympic Park bombing before he was cleared by the Justice Department.
Fulton County State Judge John Mather had ruled last April
that the reporters must identify law enforcement officials who
gave them information about Jewell, but the newspaper's attorneys
refused.
Mather on Tuesday gave reporters 60 days to reveal sources or
face possible civil contempt, which can include being jailed until
they name names. The newspaper could appeal a contempt order
if one is issued.
Peter Canfield, the newspaper's attorney, was out of town Tuesday and could not be reached for comment.
The Journal-Constitution reported that Jewell was being investigated in the July 1996 bombing that killed one woman and
injured Ill people. The former security guard at first was hailed
as a hero for spotting the knapsack that held the bomb. Months
after the games, he was cleared of any wrongdoing.
Jewell has filed a defamation suit against the Atlanta newspaper, saying he was libeled "in a series of false and defamatory
articles which portrayed him as an individual with a bizarre
employment history and an aberrant personality who was likely
guilty."
The newspaper has insisted its reporting was fair and accurate
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Boy attacked by leopard at zoo
t.

COLORADO SPRINGS_,_ Colo. (AP) — A leopard bit. the head
of a 6-year-old boy who climbed an embankment at a zoo to get
a better look at the big cats on Tuesday.
Two off-duty Colorado State Patrol workers at the Cheyenne
Mountain Zoo kicked the 72-pound leopard away from Phillip
Rupert and pulled him to safety. He was released from a hospital after being treated for puncture wounds on his forehead and
neck.
Police said Phillip was with his mother and a sibling when
they stopped at the Asian Highlands exhibit. He climbed over a
rope and scrambled up the embankment, then leaned against a
fence t
surrounded the enclosure. The leopard pushed his head
through the fence and bit the boy.
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Medicaid proposal
canceled after protest
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A submitted competing proposals.
contract being negotiated for man"We are troubled by the diviagement of Medicaid in 19 east- siveness created among the
ern counties has been canceled by providers in the region by having
the state. Health Services Secre- two groups vying for the same
tary John Morse said new pro- opportunity to create a partnerposals would be solicited.
ship. Our public policy goal has
The cancellation Tuesday fol- not been met," Morse said in a
lowed a protest that the prospec- statement announcing the canceltive contractor, Mid-South Health- lation.
care Inc., improperly lobbied Lt.
Later, in a briefing for a halfGov. Steve Henry.
dozen legislators, Morse said MidThe complaint was by a losing South "would have a leg up" with
bidder — Region 8 Managed Care the contract but still would have
Health Partnership. Officials of been required to assemble a partMorse's cabinet suspended nego- nership of health-care providers.
Mid-South is controlled by Centiations with Mid-South after the
tene Corp., a for-profit health mainprotest- was filed Friday.
At. issue was a dinner, auc- tenance organization,. based in St.
tioned for charity, at the lieutenant Louis, that specializes 'in managgovernor's mansion on Jan. II. ing Medicaid.
Centene President Michael NeiMid-South's corporate secretary
dorff attended the dinner with
made the winning bid of $700.
The Region 8 group says Mid- Henry. Neidorff told The CourierSouth lobbied Henry at the din- Journal the managed-care contract
ner and that Henry then talked to was "one of many" items discussed.
Morse.
The Region 8 group alleges that
Neidorff also said he and othbidders on state contracts are not ers affiliated with Mid-South made
permitted to contact employees or clear to Henry that they did not
officials of the respective state agen- want to violate procurement laws
cies after a request for proposals and to stop them if the conver— RFP — has been issued.
sation drifted in any forbidden
"If they talk to the lieutenant direction. That did not happen,
governor and ask him to talk to Neidorff said.
an employee of the cabinet, and
The Region 8 group is a notJohn Morse heads that cabinet, for-profit organization made up of
then it's a violation," said Janet many of the health providers in
Craig, a lawyer for the Region 8 the 19-county region, including 13
group.
hospitals. It had worked with the
Henry was campaigning with state for 2 1/2 years in anticipaGov. Paul Patton on Tuesday and tion of managing Medicaid for
not available for comment, accord- 125,000 poor Kentuckians.
ing to his office.
Kentucky is setting up the partMorse said no conversation with nerships as a way of restricting
Henry influenced the decision to the increase in Medicaid costs.
negotiate with Mid-South, and the The state has been divided into eight
dispute about events surrounding management regions.
the dinner had no bearing on the
Morse said a Medicaid review
decision to cancel.
team scored the competing conMorse cited a different reason. tract proposals and gave Mid-South
He said. the program was .always a narr2w edge..The two sides now
envisioned as a partnership, and will be given 30 days to come
Mid-South and the Region 8 group up with a single proposal, Morse
initially were asked by the cabi- said. Failing that, the RFP process
net to work together. Instead, they will be started over, he said.
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ARBOR DAY COMING UP...Ron Talent with the state Division of Forestry gets signatures from Murray mayor Freed
Curd and Calloway County Judge/Executive Larry Elkins on
a proclamation designating April 2 as Arbor Day locally.

Judge reverses
Ginter ethics case
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Former Alcoholic Beverage Control
Commissioner Greg Ginter has won
one battle in his effort to be cleared
of charges that he violated the
code of ethics for state officials.
Madison Circuit Judge Julia
Adams reversed a finding that Ginter violated the ethics code in
1996 when he obtained 20 free
bottles of bourbon, valued at $17
to $19 each, from a distillery he
regulated.
The Executive Branch Ethics
Commission had found last year
that it was a violation. The commission has already voted to appeal
Adams' order, filed last month, to
the Kentucky Court of Appeals.
"We've won a major battle, but
this war is likely to carry on in
the courts for another year or so,"
said Michael Eaves, Ginter's attorney."We're particularly pleased that
the first time someone unconnected with the investigation looked
at this, she ruled in our favor."
State law allowed Ginter to take
his case to court in his home
county. He lives in Madison County.
Ginter was ABC commissioner

and special adviser to Gov. Paul
Patton for the first year of Patton's administration. But he was
asked to resign in November 1996
for 'reasons that one administration spokeswoman said were related to an investigation of Ginter's
friend, former legislative official
Kent Downey.
Ginter was never charged with
wrongdoing in that investigation,
which eventually saw Downey
plead guilty to—promoting—prostitution.
But the Ethics Commission
charged, and later convicted, Ginter of ethics violations because
while he was ABC commissioner
he had obtained 20 free bottles
of Blanton's bourbon from Frankfort's Ancient Age Distillery. Ginter got the bourbon at the request
of the -Clark CO-tinty Rural Electric Cooperative, which gave the
bottles as gifts at a function for
out-of-state business guests.
The commission found that Ginter had violated a part of the ethics
code that forbids state officials to
use their office for special treatment to the detriment of the public good.
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Fulfilling a community need
All it takes is vision.
You have to be able to make
all the storage items disappear
while mentally rearranging walls
and doorways.
You have to be able to see
examination tables, a medicine
room in what is currently a garage
and a lab in the kitchen area. You
have to see new flooring and window treatments.
Then you will share my vision.
At 1005 Poplar St., I can see
Angels Community Clinic.
It is a clinic geared to serve
the working poor. Slated to open
this summer, it will offer diagnostic and treatment services to
those who do not have medical
insurance or financial resources necessary to pay for private insurance and/or medical care.
It is important to note that the
clinic will not duplicate services
offered by our local health department. Since the clinic is using the
185-percent poverty standard (a
family of four with an annual
income of $30,443), it is also not
duplicating services offered by the
-Tlealth- Kentucky Program, which
is based on the 100-percent poverty standard.
Some medical professionals in
the community have questioned
the usage of the 185-percent standard, claiming that the pool of
eligible people will be too large
and will draw patients away from
them
As a result, they have opted
not to volunteer their services at
the clinic, which is certainly their
prerogative.
But in response to their claims
of duplication of services, I must
point out one thing.
The biggest difference between
what our physicians can offer and
what the free clinic can provide
is medication. While physicians
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are able to hand out free samples. ot all, the members of the Calthey are unable to provide main- loway United Benevolent Services
tenance medication for conditions (a network of approximately 120
such as diabetes or high blood agencies, offices, organizations,
churches and other entities) recpressure.
The physicians do their part by ommended this standard.
According to Donna Herndon,
often providing free care in their
private offices, but they are unable chairtnan of the clinic board, "if
to continue the medication, which we don't establish it at 185 peris often cost-prohibitive for the cent, we are really doing it for
nothing. Our clinic needs to serve
working poor.
See why the clinic is needed? the working poor."
Herndon and other board memIt can provide the medication that
these people need. And if clinic bers are firm in their defense of
encounters a patient who needs the need for a clinic, explaining
hospitalization, the hospital and that many visits to the emergency
the patient will negotiate a fee room are the result of untreated
schedule. The clinic will not require illnesses such as a child's ear
outside medical entities such as infection.
According to Good Samaritan
the hospital to donate services.
Since the clinic will only be Foundation Inc. statistics, Calloway
open one night a week, it would County had an average of 31,423
require maybe one shift per quar- visits to the emergency room
ter. Nine physicians and eleven between 1990 and 1994.
nurse practitioners have already
Exactly how many people are
signed on to help. And there is eligible for the clinic'?
certainly room for more.
Unfortunately, accurate demoThe clinic's organizers points graphic information to answer this
to examples set by other clinics question will have to wait until
as rationale for the I85-percent
the next census.
-First, -the—-standard—has—been--However,-based on- projections
adopted and used successfully by from the Department of Commuall rural free clinics in the state nity Based Service rolls, Urban
and all urban clinics except for Studies Institute, Need Line, WIC
one located in a homele.ss shelter and school food program particiin Louisville.
pants, 3,929 are eligible accordSecond, it is the basis for par- ing to income. It is not known
ticipation in the WIC nutrition pro- how many of those have health
gram for women, infants and chil- insurance or how many are
dren administered through the employed, both of which are imporcommunity health departments.
tant factors in clinic eligibility.
And perhaps most convincing
Based on county health profile
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1005 Poplar Street, future home of the Angels Community Clinic
statistics from the Good Samari• Persons whose income exceeds
tan Foundation Inc., Calloway the maximum amount for family
County's 1995 population was size on the published guidelines.
32,485.
What exactly will the clinic
Of that number, 16 percent was offer?
at the poverty level while 37 perAccording to information from
cent fell at 200 percent of pover- the board of directors, the clinic
ty. A little over 11 percent lacked will offer services in the followhealth insurance.
ing areas:
Just to give a comparison, 14
• Nursing assessment including
percent of Marshall County's 29,105 history, presenting complaints and
population was at the poverty level vital signs.
while 36 percent fell at 200 per• Diagnosis and treatment by a
cent of poverty. Like in Calloway, licensed medical provider.
a little over 11 percent lacked
• Prescription medications dishealth insurance.
pensed by a registered pharmacist.
It is also important to note
• Laboratory services limited to
that the board -has established a --those allowed by the CLIA Waivset of guidelines outlining eligi- er of Certification.
bility. Those who would NOT be
• Referrals for complex laboraeligible include:
tory tests, X-rays, emergency med• Persons with medical insur- ical care, prescription medications
ance or military identification.
not available in the clinic drug
• Persons with Medicare, Med- room, specialized medical treaticaid and those on workers' com- ment and other services not availpensation.
able in the clinic.
• Unemployed persons who have
• Social work services limited
not worked within' the past six to crisis intervention and informonths.
mation and referral.

With all this information circulating, people are no doubt interested in getting the clinic open.
That's where the community
comes in. This is a volunteer effort,
meaning that the renovation of the
facility will require assistance. Perry
Cavitt has already done a remarkable job assessing the needs.
While commitments to help with
the labor continue to grow, there
is a dire need for materials and
money. Floor coverings, as well
as building materials, are needed.
This would make a perfect project for a group wanting to perform community service. Why not
adopt a room and help with the
materials?
This clinic will serve as a model,
illustrating what can happen when
a group of people identify a need
in the community and then create
a solution.
You have to have vision before
you can bring about change. And
those involved with this project have
it.
Do you?
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political issue Documents face peril
WASHINGTON (AP) — Suddenly, everyone seems to have a
China angle.
It's become a burning issue
among Republican presidential aspirants. Republican members of Congress are jumping up and giving
speeches. And it's spilling over
into debate on foreign policy leg- islation.
An allegation that China stole
weapons technology from the Los
Alamos, N.M.. nuclear laboratory
in the 1980s is fueling the outbursts. But GOP attacks on the
administration's engagement with
Beijing have been simmering for
some time.
Republicans last year failed to
get much mileage out of their
complaints that China had benefited militarily from satellite exports
and other technology transfers from
the United States.
Newt Gingrich, then the House
speaker, created a special committee, chaired by Rep. Christopher Cox, R-Calif., to look into
China's efforts to modernize its
military at U.S. expense — and
the related issue of whether Chinese contributions to President Clinton's 1996 re-election campaign
played a role.
But that investigation, along with
just about everything else, was
eclipsed by the Monica Lewinsky
scandal and the impeachment proceedings of the fall and winter.
Furthermore, the special committee's hearings were closed to the
public.
Much of the Cox Committee
report remains classified and has
not been released. But the summary by the panel concluded that
China did benefit from technology transfers from the United States.
Now, with the reports of espionage at the Los Alamos National Laboratory, Republicans are able
to tie together a lot of loose ends.
And with the impeachment struggle over, they have a wide open
road.
This emerging GOP strategy
was summed up by Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott, R-Miss.,
during Senate debate on a missile
defense bill — a piece of legislation directly affected by the China
missile issue.
First, Lott accused the admin-

istration of a "lackluster response" Steve Forbes have called for Nationto reports of Chinese espionage. al Security Adviser Sandy Berger
Then he linked it with "the pre- to resign over the case — or be
vious scandal- involving satellite fired.
exports and campaign contributions.
In some ways. it's an ironic
"It raises very serious questions line of attack, since Democrat Clinnot only about this administra- ton used the same criticism against
tion's handling of China policy, Republican President Bush in 1992
but more broadly about whether — that Bush was too cozy with
it can be trusted to manage the China.
nation's security affairs.- Lott said.
Democrats are clearly uncomA recent indication that Democ- fortable with the turn of events.
rats are worried about the indictSen. Ernest F. Hollings, D-S.C..
ment: their flocking to a face-sav- joined conservative Sen. Jesse
ing "compromise" on the Senate's Helms, R-N.C., in urging that China
missile-defense bill on Tuesday. leg- not be permitted to join the World
islation they had fought furiously Trade Organization now.
in past years, even blocking it
And not a single Democrat
from coming to the floor twice spoke or voted against a resoluon Tuesday.
tion — passed unanimously by
Next month's visit to Washington both chambers — designed to presby Chinese Premier Zhu Rongji sure the administration into sponcould be a little rocky.
soring a resolution condemning
And the annual June debate China's human rights record at
over renewing China's most- this month's meeting in Geneva
favored-nation trade status prom- of the U.N. Human Rights Conises to be even more contentious ference.
than usual.
Republicans view the controversy over China's missile program as a good one politically.
The Ledger & Times
That's because, unlike the Monica Lewinsky scandal, it also touchwelcomes letters to the
es Vice President Al Gore, the
editor. All letters must
leading Democratic presidential,
be signed by the writer,
contender — both in terms of polwith the writer's address
icy and questionable fund raising
from Asian interests.
and telephone number
China cards are being played
included.
by the GOP presidential contenders.
Letters must not be
Sen. John McCain. R-Ariz.,
more
than 500 words.
accused the administration of havWe reserve the right to
ing sacrificed national security for
the sake of engaging China. As
condense or reject any letto Chinese contributions and satelter and to limit frequent
lite-technology transfers, " If it is
writers.
proven beyond a reasonable doubt,
Letters should be sent
it will bring more of history's shame
upon the president than his perto: Murray Ledger and
sonal failings will," McCain told
Times, P.O. Box 1040,
a Kansas audience.
Murray, KY 42071. They
Fellow GOP presidential hopemay
also be faxed to
fuls Sen. Bob Smith, R-N.H., Pat
Buchanan, Lamar Alexander and
(502) 753-1927.

Letters ...
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WASHINGTON (AP) — When
the courier rode in from ChesaAP NEWS ANALYSIS
peake Bay with a British invasion
force at his heels, State Department clerk Stephen Pleasonton
understood the urgency of his mesLAWRENCE KNUTSON
sage and wasted no time.
On that steamy afternoon in
Associated Press Writer
August 1814, Pleasonton found a
stock of raw linen, had it hastily mental clockwork of turning gears exposure to sunlight.
For 35 years, beginning in 1841,
stitched into large bags and stuffed and weights and counterweights; the
them with every state paper and Declaration of Independence, which the Declaration of Independence
important book he could reach, a historian for the National Archives was displayed next to a window
beginning with the Declaration of calls "perhaps the most master- in the U.S. Patent Office. A magIndependence, the Constitution and fully written state paper of West- azine described "that old looking
ern civilization."
paper with the fading ink."
the Bill of Rights.
Of
the
three,
the
Declaration
By 1873 many of the signaThe bagged documents were
loaded on a cart and driven away of Independence has suffered the tures were said to be illegible.
most, mainly because there has
For most of the last half-cenfrom the approaching army.
never
been
a
time
in
its
223
years
tury
the three charters have been
They spent the first night of
the journey hidden in an unused that the American people have not displayed in sealed glass frames
wanted to see it.
lowered at night into a vault below
grist mill on the Potomac River.
The declaration and its open- the rotunda of the National Archives
By Aug. 24, when fires set by
ing words, "When in the course building.
British troops- were consuming the
of human events
The arrangement has had its
was written
timbers of the Capitol and White
in a bold, clear hand, probably by drawbacks.
House, the rescued documents were
Timothy Matlack, a clerk workSpecialists have been unable to
arriving at safe haven in Leesing for the Continental Congress. obtain direct access to the docuburg, Va., 35 miles northwest of
Although it was widely copied, ments for decades.
Washington.
the original parchment was repeatAnd the glass sheets that have
Two centuries later, government edly rolled and
unrolled for inspec- been pressing directly against the
officials, archivists and preserva- tion, carted from one congressional documents for all those years appear
tion experts still worry about the meeting place to another, and at to be slowly deteriorating, creatsecurity of the ink-on-parchment least once before 1814, spirited ing the possibility of eventual damdocuments they collectively call away from advancing British forces. age to the parchment surfaces.
"the charters."
But the interest in the docuThat situation is on the road
Hostile British soldiers are no ment by the American people who to change.
longer a concern.
wanted to see the document —
This week,the National Archives
The modern-era perils these doc- either in the original or in exact will unveil test designs of new
uments face range from terrorism reproductions — proved its worst aluminum and titanium encasements
to air pollution to deteriorating enemy.
that will enclose the documents
ink. And their custodians are designReproductions took their toll. in an atmosphere of inert argon
ing systems to keep them from One method possibly used involved gas.
harm for centuries, perhaps a mil- placing a damp sheet of thin paper
The arrangements will be finelenniurn.
directly on the surface of the doc- tuned while the Archives rotunda
These charters are the physical ument and pressing it until part undergoes extensive renovations
emblems of the ideas on which of the ink was transferred.
over the next few years.
American representative democraThe inked paper could then be
After manufacture and testing,
cy is built: The Bill of Rights used to etch a copper plate that the new cases will get a tryout
spelling out individual freedoms; was run through a printing press. period while displaying the rarely
the Constitution with its governThe other enemy was prolonged shown transmittal page of the Constitution signed by George Washington.
The final product will be open
for view early in the new century.
WALTER L. APPERSON
AMY WILSON
The Archives says that when
Publisher
these documents are at issue there
Managing Editor
is only one ultimate goal:"To assure
ALICE ROUSE
that
they will survive as long as
General Manager
the United States does."
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
Stephen
Pleasonton
would
approve.
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER, INC.
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Parents'home rule must be fairly enforced

DEATHS
Kenneth (Dan) Adams
Kenneth (Dan) Adams, 52, Dunlap Street, Paris, Tenn., formerly of Murray, died Tuesday, March 16, 1999, at his home.
A graduate of Murray High School, he was a board member
of the New Life Christian Center, a trustee with the Woodmen of
the World, and had also attended the Murray State University
School. He retired from Emerson Electric after 30 years of service.
Born Feb. 19, 1947, in Morganfield, he was the son of John
B. Adams and Mary Cunningham Adams.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Judie Jackson Adams, to whom
he was married on Sept. 28, 1984; one daughter, Mrs. Dinita
Douglas and husband, Rich, Springville, Tenn.; one grandchild,
Megan Douglas; two stepgrandsons, Jesse Douglas and Cole Douglas; one sister, Ms. Ann Jackson and friend, Jerry, Murray; two
brothers, Phillip Adams and friend, Wally, Ledbetter, and John
Wayne Adams and wife, Alice, Fordsville.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Gerald Scott of New Life
Christian Center'will officiate.
Pallbearers will be John Michael Adams, Mike White, Ronnie
Jackson, Chuck Buckner, Kenny Stubblefield, Tom Williams, Damon
Story and Jesse Douglas. Burial will follow in Memorial Cemetery there.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 3 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday)

Joseph Alexander Brookshire
Joseph Alexander Brookshire, 66, Bay Shore Drive, New Concord, died Friday, March 12, 1999, at 8:19 p.m. at his home. He
had just recently moved to Calloway County.
A retired supervisor for Lance Inc. Food Processing, he formerly was in business in Yukon, Okla. He was a veteran of the
United States Air Force and a member of Pritchard Memorial
Baptist Church, Charlotte, N.C.
Born Nov. 14, 1932, in Charlotte,N.C., he was the son of the
late William Henry Brookshire and Elizabeth Collie Brookshire.
Survivors include a daughter, Mrs. Robin Arnett, Norman, Okla.;
two sisters, Mrs. Margaret Joyce Powell, Memphis, Tenn., and
Mrs. Carolyn Stephens, Charlotte, N.C.
The funeral was Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of McEwen
Funeral Service, Inc., Charlotte, N.C. The Rev. Stan Heiser officiate. Elaine Rogers was organist. Burial was in Sharon Memorial Park.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Pritchard Memorial Baptist Church, 1117 S. Blvd., Charlotte, N.C. 28203 or to the American
Heart Association.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray was in charge of local arrangements.
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Harold B. Wright
--Harold Tr-Weight,- 73, Heritage Street, Mayfield, died today,
March 17, 1999, at 3:30 a.m. at his home.
A retired electrician from General Tire & Rubber Company,
Mayfield, he was an Air Force veteran of World War II, a member of American Legion Post #26, and a member and deacon of
High Point Baptist Church, Mayfield. He was also a Kentucky
Colonel.
He was the son of the late Claude T. Wright and Bsrnice
Easley Wright. His stepmother, Agnes Wright, also preceded him
in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Yvetta Wright; one son, Scott
Wright, Murray; four grandchildren, Adam Wright, Bethany Wright,
Tommy Vance and Jamie Vance; one great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. James Tharp and the Rev.
Charles Dinkins will officiate. Entombment will be in the mausoleum at Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice,
2855 Jackson St., Paducah, KY 42001.
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QUESTION: I've been very
careful to be fair with my children and give them no reason
to resent one another. Nevertheless, they continue to fight.
What can I do?
DR. DOBSON: The problem
may rest in your lack of disciplinary control at home. Sibling rivalry is at its- worst when there is
an inadequate system of justice
among children - where the "lawbreakers" do not get caught, or if
apprehended are set free without
standing trial.
It is important to understand
that laws in a society are established and enforced for the purpose of protecting people from
- each other. Likewise, a family is
a mini-society with the same
requirement for protection of human
rights.
Suppose that I live in a frontier community where there is no
established law. Policemen do not
exist and there are no courts to
whom disagreements can be
appealed. Under those circumstances, my neighbor and I can
abuse each other with impunity.
He can steal my horses and throw
rocks through my windows, while
I can raid the apples from his
favorite tree and take his plow
late at night. This kind of mutual antagonism has a way of escalating day by day, becoming ever

locks on both doors, and permission to enter was a revocable privilege. (Families with more than
one child in each bedroom can
allocate available living space for
each youngster.)
3. The older child was not permitted to tease the younger child.
4. The younger child was formore iolent ‘A.ith the passage of involved. In still others, parents bidden to harass the older child.
time. When permitted to run its require an older child to live with
5. The children were not required
natural course, as in early Amer- an admitted injustice "because your to play with each other when they
ican history, the end result can be brother is smaller than you." Thus, preferred to be alone or with other
feudal hatred and murder.
they tie his hands and render him friends.
Individual families are similar utterly defenseless against the mis6. We mediated any genuine
to societies in their need for law chief of his bratty little brother conflict as quickly as possible, being
and order. In the absence of jus- or sister. Even more commonly careful to show impartiality and
tice, "neighboring" siblings begin today, mothers and fathers are both extreme fairness.
to assault one another. The older working while their children are
As.,with any plan of justice,—
child is bigger and tougher, which home busily disassembling each this 'plan requires (1) children's
allows him to oppress his younger other.
respect for leadership of the parbrothers and sisters. But the junI will say it again to parents: ent, (2) willingness by the parent
ior member of the family is not One of your most important respon- to mediate, (3) occasional enforcewithout weapons of his own. He sibilities is to establish an equi- ment of punishment. When this
strikes back by breaking the toys table system of justice and a bal- approach is accomplished with love,
and prized possessions of the older ance of power at home. There the emotional tone of the home
sibling and interferes when friends should be reasonable "laws" that can be changed from one of hatred
are visiting.
are enforced fairly for each mem- to (at least) tolerance.
Mutual hatred then erupts like ber of the family. For purposes
an angry volcano, spewing its of illustration, let me list the bounddestructive contents on everyone aries and rules that evolved through
Dr. Dobson is president of the
in its path.
the years in my own home:
nonprofit organization Focus on
In many homes, the parents do
I. Neither child was ever allowed
the Family, P.O. Box 444, Colnot have sufficient disciplinary con- to make fun of the other in
a destruc- orado Springs, Colo. 80903; or
trol to enforce their judgments. In tive way. Period! This was
an inflex- www.family.org. Questions and
others, they are so exasperated ible rule with no
exceptions.
answers are excerpted from "Solid
with constant bickering among sib2. Each child's room was his Answers," published by Tyndale
lings that they refuse to get or her private territory.
There were House.

.•

FDA approves new therapy for rheumatoid arthritis
WASHINGTON (AP) — Americans who have run out of options
to treat severe rheumatoid arthritis won a new therapy Tuesday:
A machine that filters their blood
for antibodies that may contribute
to their painful, swollen joints.
The Prosorba column, made by
Cypress Bioscience, works much
like dialysis. Once a week for12
weeks, a patient's blood is slowly removed, the plasma separated
and treated by the Prosorba
machine. The blood is then remixed
and retransfused back into the
body.
The machine offers a 30 percent chance of improving the
swelling and pain that cripples
patients' joints. Food and Drug
Administration officials said in
approving Prosorba.
The FDA stressed that Prosorba is only for the small proportion of patients with moderate to
severe symptoms for whom all other
treatments have failed.
-This is not a front-line therapy. ... It's clearly not for lots of
people," said Miriam Provost, an
FDA engineer and lead reviewer
of the device. "It's for patients
who have basically failed everything."
About 2 million Americans suffer rheumatoid arthritis, a debilitating illness. This is not the kind
of arthritis common in the elderly because of the wear-and-tear of
aging. Instead, rheumatoid arthritis is an autoimmune disease, in
which patients' immune systems

go awry and attack their joints.
This causes inflammation and stiffness as rogue immune cells eat away
cartilage and eventually erode bone.
The disease mostly strikes
women, usually between ages 25
and 50. Within 10 years, about
half are too disabled to work.
A number of new drugs have
been pproveffThitThdiminish
the symptoms and may slow progression of the disease, but about
10 percent of patients not helped
by drugs.
The machine is a column filled

run through the machine and were sham patients.
compared with "sham" patients,
Kranzler said Prosorba's price
who merely had 'their blood has not been set, but it will
cost
removed but not treated. Three less than the $1.100 per
treatment
months later. 15 Prosorba patients now charged to patients with
a
had a significant improvement, rare blood disorder
the machine
compared with just five of the is used to treat.
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with silica and "protein A," a protein from the cell wall of a bacterium that clings to human antibodies. As plasma runs through
the column, the "protein A" separates out a small amount of antibodies before the plasma is retransfused, Provost said.
Antibodies are immune cells
that fight off infections in healthy
people. In rheumatoid arthritis.
some antibodies are believed to
go out of control.
Just how Prosorba works is
unclear, because scientists do not
know exactly which antibodies it
removes from blood. It doesn't
remove enough to account for all
of the effect, so the company is
doing further research to understand how Prosorba helps, said
Cypress chief executive Dr. Jay
Kranzler.
But Prosorba can work for about
30 percent of patients: In a study
of 99 patients, half had their blood
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Hilliard Lyons
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FREE Computer Training
is Available.
If you are 55+ and JTPA
eligible, The Purchase
Area Senior Employment
Program will provide
training and job search
assistance.
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182 Days

3.95% $1000

9 Months

4.05% $1000

12 Months

4.10% $500

18 Months
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60 Months

4.35% $500

251- 6153
Graves County
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'Proud to be your local provider of ESPNmURRAY

Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch:
12th & Chestnut • South Branch: 12th &
story • Kroger Money Market • 767-BANK

I he Senior Employment Program is funded under the Job Training Partnership
Act by the West Kentucky Pnvate Industry Council and the Workforce
Development Cabinet. This is an equal opportunity program. Auxiliary aids and
services are available upon request to individuals with disabilities.
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Substantia penalty for early withdrawal. These annual percentage
yields are effective March 16, 1999,

Call the Purchase Area Senior Employment
Program today.
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Woodman of The World Lodge 728 donated $50 to Murray High School Project Graduation. Making the presentation was Debbie Settle, left, lodge secretary, to her
son, Brian Settle, senior class member.
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
I was so proud to see the picture published on
Monday
about the American Red Cross exhibit now on displa
y at the
West Kentucky Wrather Museum. The Red Cross has
meant so
much to Murray and Calloway County. Jean Masth
ay, now
executive director, continues the work of past direct
ors. On a
personal note, 1 remember the services of Jean
Blankenship,
then executive director, when my father died in Febru
ary 1972
and I had to get word to my sister, Sue Murdo
ck, who was
living in Porto Alegre, Brazil. Jean got the telegr
am to the
American Embassy there and Sue was able to teleph
one us that
night about her time of arrival for the funeral.
Two former
executive directors that have meant much to the
Red Cross
were the late Mrs. B Melugin and the late Mrs.
Joe Pace. The
flood of 1937 and the tornadoes of 1964 and 1968
here in Calloway County will be remembered as times of specia
l work by
the Red Cross.

•

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter, 105
E. Sycamore
St., Murray, features these Springer Spaniel
mix puppies, 7
weeks old, available for adoption this week.
Hours of the
shelter are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday throu
gh Friday, 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday and closed Sunday.
For information call 759-4141.

Hazel club plans supper

Hazel Woman's Club will have its annual foreig
n dish supper
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the home of Mary Ann
On. Greg Taylor is the scheduled speaker. Assisting hostesses
will be Teresa
Price and Nancy Overbey. Carolyn Parks, president,
urges all members to attend.

Read the Society pages!

a

Kimberly Lynn Tadlock
and William Poe Holman

(r1

TOPS Chapter to hear Dinh

TOPS Kentucky Chapter No. 469 Murray Chapte
r will meet
Thursday in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. Weighin will be from 6 to 6:45 p.m. Beginning at 7
p.m. the chapter
will be celebrating open house with a special guest
speaker, Tung
Dinh with the Martial Arts of America. His presen
tation will be
on "Kick Boxing." All visited are invited to attend
. TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly) is a nonprofit organization
dedicated to those
interested in weight loss.

Tadlock and Holman
wedding on April 24

ORO

-

Larry and Lynette Tadlock of North Little Rock, Ark.,
announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daught
er, Kimberly Lynn Tadlock, to William Poe Holman, son of Betty
Holman of
Fort Smith, Ark.
The bride-to-be is the granddaughter of Mrs. Marjorie
Lassiter and
the late Lynn Lassiter of Murray and the late Jessie Mae
Tadlock of
Warren, Ark.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Willene Poe
of Heber
Springs. Ark., and the late W.E. Poe.
Miss • Tadlock is a graduate of Millsaps College, Jackso
n, Miss.,
and the University of Arkansas at Little Rock School
of Law. She is
a staff attorney with the Center for Arkansas Legal Servic
es.
Mr. Holman is a graduate of Hendrix College, Conwa
y, Ark. He
works as a sales representative for Advanced Assembly
and Automation.
The wedding will be Saturday. April 24, 1999, at 6
p.m. at First
United Methodist Church, NOrth Little Rock, Ark.

if Join This Week
Bring a full Bag of Groceries
non-perishable items. please

Make a Difference in Your
Community...

v *0

All groceries will be donated to
local Food Banks'

service fee
a.

J

or women
30 minutefitness & weight loss centers"
ot Stop \y
IodaY:

Helping women to acquire
a better quality of life!

Prime Life plans seminar

Prime Life of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
present an
hour-long seminar on the thyroid gland and the differe
nt complications that, can arise on April 6 at 6:30 p.m. in the third
floor
classroom of the hospital. Dr. Michael Adams, family practit
ioner,
will present the seminar. For information call 762-1
388 or 1-800342-6224.

Museum plans sleeporee

The National Scouting Museum will host the spring Cub
Scout,
Space Olympics Sleeporee which will include food, games
. crafts,
movies, a museum patch and more. The cost is $15 per
Scout and
$8 per adult. Cub Scouts are invited to attend from 7
p.m. March
26 until 7 a.m. March 27 with the registration deadli
ne being
March 19. Girl Scouts are invited to attend from 7 p.m.
April 9
though- 7 a.m. April 10 and must be registered by April
1. Registration is limited to the first 100 paid applicants for
both events.
For information call 762-3383.

'THANKS for being our Customer Sale"

759-3400• 1608 Hwy. 121 North • Murray

ja
mift-

Bowl for Kids' Sake March 27
Big

Brothers Big Sisters of Murray/Calloway County will
conduct its second annual Bowl for Kids' Sake event on
March 27
from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. at Corvette Lanes. Main
Street, Murray.
This will include lots of fun, give-a-ways and a
free T-shirt for
participants. Registration is required by calling the Big
Brothers
Big Sisters office at 759-9699.

OFF

EVERYTHING

March 18th. 19th & 20th
912 S. 12th St.
Murray. KY
502-753-2310

A favorite chair becomes part of
your life. A sofa, part of your
memories. The place where you
made that big decision. Held your
child after
she took
her first
steps.
A new
piece of
furniture
,hould be a welcome and lasting addition to your home.
That's why it's important that it's exactly what you've
always dreamed about...a piece that inspires you...
blends
in comfortably or stands
out as a statement.. cap1 TURE tures energy or frees the •
senses. A piece that's as
individual as you are. At Crass Furniture, we can
make it
happen. Just come into our gallery,
choose a fabric and a style, and it will
S"
be in your home within 35 days.
i.
Or let our professional design consultants help you make a decision. Tell
them about your room. Do you want to
create the charming ambiance of a
country lodge, or add drama to enliven
the room? Do you want your furniture
to echo the color of the wallpaper, or
harmonize with another piece of furniture? Our design
consultants are experts at helping you create the look
and
feel you have in mind.
We know that when you get
exactly what you want,
you're sure to still love your
furniture for years to
come...
....and that's why folks have
been returning to Crass Furniture for generations
and
generations.

___
r

SEARS

Tater Day Pageant planned

The Little Mr. and Miss Tater Day Pageant will be
held April
3 at the Benton Chambers Memorial Gym, Benton. This
will be
for girls, ages 0 through 12 and for boys, ages 0
through 36
months. For information contact Laurie Travis at 1-502395-8123
or Kern Cothran at 1-502-527-9370.

e our
WednesdaY
Insert

YMCA extends hours

tetebritte Your Newly'

The YMCA has announced new expanded hours at
the North
12th Street facility. In order to be more accessible
for individuals
working late night and swing shift hours, the YMCA
will be open
from 11 p.m. to 2 a.m. on Monday and Thursday.
For information
call 753-0228.

Designed Portrait Studio

95

.

"Terrific!
Just What
I Wanted!" N.ab„

New

Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross
will offer
Lifeguard Training at the Murray State University
Carr Health
building. This 44-hour training course will begin March
25; a second class will, begin April 22. The course fee is
$125 and is
payable upon registration at the Red Cross office
in the Weaks
Community Center.

Special reunion planned

The Army's 1st Infantry Division, the Big Red One,
will hold
its 81st annual reunion at the Galt House, Louisville,
Aug. 4 to 8.
The reunion is sponsored by the Big Red One vetera
ns' organization, the Society of the First Infantry Division
located in Blue
Bell, Pa. For information call the division at
1-888-3BIGRED
888-324-4733) or by e-mail to: Soc-IID@aol.com
.

NEW PACKAGE!
No Fees Or Additional Charges!

Red Cross class planned

Only The Sizes You
Want The Most!
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WAL*MART
Portrait Studio

Photographer Will Be Available These 5 Days Only:
Thursday, March 18 through Monday, March 22
Photography Hours: 10:00Am - 7:00Pm
Murray
U.S. Hwy.641 North

V
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Bridaf
RegistrY
Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Susan Green
bride-elect of
Michael Weall
join our
bridal registry.

Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Christy O'Bryan
bride-elect of
David Hart
join our
bridal registry.

Pierlimports

Pill hefts

Chestnut St.. Murray
753-1851

Hurry! One Week Only!
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Chestnut St., Murray
753-1851
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Pictured are Murray Christian Academy students "clowning
around" at a recent chapel program.

Pa eant
seeking
applications
Kimberly Ann Wilbur
and Joey Shea Bazzell

Laura Ann Luciano and
John Edward Blankenship

Wilbur-Bazzell vows
Luciano-Blankenship
wedding to be June 12 will be said on May 8
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ewing of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Laura Ann Luciano, to
LTJG John Edward Blankenship, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hershal Edward
Blankenship of Austin, Texas. Ms. Luciano is also the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Luciano of Longmeadow, Mass.
Ms. Luciano is a 1997 graduate of the University of Kentucky with
a degree in communication.
LTJG Blankenship is a 1994 graduate of Texas Tech University in
political science. He is a naval aviator currently stationed in Barbers
Point, Hawaii.
The wedding vows will be exchanged Saturday, June 12, 1999, at
1
6:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will _immediately_follow the ceremony at Kenlalce State
Resort Park Hotel.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Hazel club meets
Gardner.
The club voted to spend $200
for the vitamins for the children
of Operation Smile. The judges
from Paris, Tenn., were sent a
thank up for judging Christmas
decorations for the club.
Three new signs were made
this year for display in the winning yards.
Larry Elkins has donated some
kitchen items to the Hazel Community Center.
Treasurer Ray repord that the
club was to receive $500 from
the estate of Elizabeth Marshall.
Janice Wilkinson and Ray will see
about getting a new ice maker for
the Hazel Center.

Marine Pfc. Jeremie W. Olive,
son of Ronnie W. Olive of 805
Sycamore St., Murray, recently
completed the Motor Vehicle Operator Course at Marine Corps
Detachment, Fort Leonard Wood,
Mo.
Olive acquired the specialty
skills and technical ability necessary to operate light and medium
tactical-wheeled vehicles during

various field and convoy operations.
Olive also conducted vehicle
recoveries and inspections, simulated driving vehicles under blackout conditions and learned how
to prepare operator. maintenance
and accident forms.
A 1996 graduate of Murray
High School. Olive joined the
Marine Corps in July 1998.

NOTHING!
The don't have one.
Ti-SE PFAFF EXCLUSIVE
DUAL FEED SYSTEM
No one has ever matched rt for
easy no-slip sewing of muttfple
fabnc layers Its perfect for
matching stnpes patterns and
p4aids from Slippery Silky
rnatenals to up to 12 layers of
denim

Hsv y. 68 Near 1-24. Exit 16

•
,
•

Mike
Sparlin
lost
4334 lbs.
and
51 14 in.

MURRAY
519 South 12th Street
Next to Days Inn

753-9567 ext. 106
or 753-6730

502-753-7575
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Hickory Woods
Retirement Center
Hickory Woods residents have been regularly entertained by Alline Knight and her musical friends and
family. Left to right: Alline's daughter. Beth White &
her son. Maude Jones, Alline Knight and Dottie Ellis.

84 Utterback Road
Murray, KY 42071

(502) 759-8700
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FREE CONSULTATION
CALL NOW

767-0780
Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 8-5,
Tues. & Thurs. 9-2

HI-ENERGY
WEIGHT CONTROL CENTERS
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Bookkeeping & Tax Service
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LET US HELP CHANGE
YOUR LIFE!
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7001 Benton Road Paducah. KY
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April 15th is nearly here! Call Jerry or Rita
for any of your tax or bookkeeping needs.

1300 Hillwood Dr.
(Located inside Hill Electric)

Call For Openings

and the others?

"DA-erw your- idea.s. luz-n 10 yokl.

55

Ages 0-5

difference between
PFAFF's built-in dual feed

J.T. LEE, Jeweler

A

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

502-898-7301 • 1-800-599-USEW(8739)

ELECTRONIC FILING AVAILABLE
FOR FAST REFUND!'

Free Bible Study Course
Mail name, address & age
to
In His Steps Ministry
P.O. Box 54
Murray, KY 42071
Or Call 753-4091
Certificate upon
completion

By D.K. Kelley

What's the

Hollywood, CA 90028; or enter
on-line at www.famouspoets.com.
"This is our big contest of the
year," said Poetry Director Martha
French.
The deadline for entering is April
9, 1999. A winner's list will be
sent to all entrants on or before
Sept. 30, 1999.

Dixieland Center

"Why should I let you into
my heaven?" what would you
say? Did you know that the
Bible tells you how you can
know for sure that you have
eternal life and will go to be
with God in heaven? "I write
these things to you ... so that
you may know that you have
eternal life"(1 John 5:13).

SERVICE NOTES

Poem contest announced
Hollywood's Famous Poets Society is sponsoring a new poetry
contest.
This is open to everyone and
there is no entry fee.
To enter, send one poem on
any subject and any style, 21 lines
or less, to Free Poetry Contest,
1626 N. Wilcox Ave., Suite 126,

If God Were
To Ask You

FUN & FASHION

HONI

Hazel Woman's Club were taken
through a sequence of exercises
at its recent meeting at Curves in
Murray.
These were exercises to help
an individual gain cardiovascular
and muscle tone followed by cooldown exercises. The program took
about 30 minutes.
Later the group went to Wendy's
for a business meeting. Carolyn
Parks presided. Sandra Gallimore
read the minutes and Sharon Ray
gave the treasurer's report. Thank
you notes from Donna Herndon
of The Angel Alert Program and
from the Veterans' Administration
were read.
A new club member is Kelly

Cory and Jo-Anne Wilbur of Las Vegas, Nev., announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Kimberly Ann
Wilbur, to Joey Shea Bazzell, son of Bobby and Elizabeth Bazzell of
Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Howard and Myrtle Wilbur
of St. Albert, Alberta, Canada, and the late Charles and Violet Hancock of Calgary, Alberta. Canada.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Howard and Sue Bazzell and
the late Dewey and Gertrude Pace, all of Murray.
Miss Wilbur is a 1997 graduate of Murray State University and is
currently employed in Human Resources at ISP Chemical Inc., Calvert
City.
Mr. Bazzell is currently employed at Dean Foods in Murray.
The wedding vows will be exchanged Saturday. May 8,- 1999, at
6 p.m. at First United Methodist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow immediately after the ceremony at the
Knights of Columbus Hall on Squire Road, Murray.
Only out-of-town invitations are being sent. All relatives and friends
are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Applications are now being
accepted from the state of Kentucky for the 17th annual Miss Kentucky Teen USA Pageant.
The pageant will be June 12.
1999, at 7:30 p.m. at The Center
for Rural Development, Somerset.
All girls who are interested,
apply to Miss Kentucky Teen USA
Pageant, Kentucky office: c/o Betty
Clark, 408 West 13th St., Benton, KY 42025, telephone 1-502527-1912; or to the Nashville
office: c/o Connie Harrison, 1531
Franklin Rd., Brentwood, TN
37027, phone 1-0615-377-6331.

SUBSCRIBE

305 N. 12th St. • University Square • Murray
LOSE WEIGHT & INCHES•LOSE WEIGHT & INCHES • LOSE WEIGHT & INCHES

Rules are made to be broke at least i fashion. Today's'dressing is less structured and
rigid: we want a more playful attitude in our
clothing. The old commandments of fashion
just do not seem to pertain to our busy
lifestyles anymore
Here are some of the rules that can and
should be broken.
I. Pants are inappropnate for a job interview
— unless you are applying for a position in a
conservative field, a tailored pant suit worn
with a trim knit top or collared blouse can
give you a younger more current edge than a
skirt and blazer.
2. Bag, belt and shoes must be color-coordinated. Three of a kind is almost always a
crowd. If the clothes are fairly basic, contrasting accessories look fresher and more chic.
3. Patent leather shoes for spnng, suede
shoes for fall. Glossy patents pickup winter
wools, too; and look great with opaque
hosiery. Soft pale Nubuch in pastels are great
for warm weather from pastel suits to flowery
dresses Nubuch is much easier to care for and
is different from suede, but has basically the
same appearance.
4. Shirt tails must be tucked in — letting a
crisp white or blue pin stnped cotton shirt
hang loose under a roomy menswear vest or a
cardigan gives a breezy undone look.
5. Don't wear white after Labor Dk
Technically this is half true, pure white
pumps. handbags and linen suits should be
put away when spring and summer are over.
But white jeans and winter white look great
all year long.
6. Jewelry must match — a combo of
charms and links. silver and gold or pearls
and coral looks lavish with understated clothing. However, keep it in the same family:
don't wear heavy metal cuffs with romantic
delicate pearls.
7. Shoulder pads balance your figure — the
linebacker look can make you seem wider —
and as awkward and lumpy in blouses and
sweaters. When you do wear shoulder pads,
keep them in proportion.
These are just some of the old rules we all
grew up with, that really no longer pertain.
Wearing what we want in an attractive way
makes us feel more special and individual
New spring shoes have arrived from
Nights of Paducah. We have many colors
and styles to match all the spring fashions and
at great pnces From grays to citrus colors we
car match all of your favorite spring fashions
Easter is getting here quickly — lots of new
dresses and suits and looks to mix and match
are here perfect for your Easter ensemble.
Congratulations to Judith Ainley who won
the bracelet watch at lunch on Friday. Join us
this week and see what you've been missing.
Free lunch so you can browse on your lunch
hour.
Stay tuned to next week's Fun & Fashion

report

41C.RUIT
305 South 12th
Murray. KY • 753-7441
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(AP) - Stericycle Inc. will not
accept medical waste from as far
away as the Northeast even though
a state permit allows it to store
.nearly 1 million pounds in Johnson County from 10 states, a company spokeswoman said.
The Deerfield, Ill., company
will only accept waste from Kentucky and Ohio and possibly directly across the Virginia and West
CALLING ALL
HOME MAKERS
Brought To You
By LAURIE CRASS ROLLINS

A GOOD DEAL FOR
HOMEMAKERS: WALL UNITS
Furniture
analysts are
saying these
days that one
of the best
deals homemakers can
find are wall
units.
Their reason for saying that is
because wall
units can bring so many advantages
to any number of rooms in a home.
Why are wall units so advantageous? Mainly, because they provide
so many functions and so much versatility.
For example. as one analyst says,
people are always looking for ways to
find greater and more efficient storage for their homes, and wali units
provide that — but efficient storage is
only one of wall units' advantages.
Beside that practical use, wall units
can also bring new beauty to a room.
Their beauty can come not only
from the units themselves, but from
the things they let you display. A
whole room may be perked up by the
things you put on the shelves of your
wall units, whether it be books, collections, pictures..knick-kmicks and
other accessories. Then, too, many
people take advantage of wall units to
house their TVs. stereos. etc., making
wall units so versatile.
It all adds up to a good deal for
homemakers, and we invite you to
shop here for wall units as well as
ALL your furniture needs.

Virginia borders — not from as
far away as New York and New
Jersey as the permit alloi)vs, spokeswoman Mary Ryan said Tuesday.
Tuesday's news, however, did
not take the sting out for Johnson County Judge-Executive Tucker Daniel, who did not find out
until this week about the state
granting the permit-by-rule Feb.
23 allowing the transfer station.
"That's half a loaf," Daniel said.
adding that he wouldn't mind as
much if the transfer station had
just local medical waste. "Who
knows what could be shipped out
of those other states."
Daniel said Stericycle -needs to
be More respdftsive to local residents and let them know what's
going on.
Ryan said Tuesday the company had dealt directly with the state
and wasn't aware that county officials hadn't been notified about
the transfer station.

But Mark York, spokesman for
the Natural Resources Cabinet, said
a letter was sent in February to
the Johnson County Fiscal Court
about the decision.
Daniel said he didn't find out
about the permit until a staff member showed him a copy of a letter they'd stumbled upon from the
state to Stericycle related to the
permit.
The permit-by-rule was issued
by former state special-waste supervisor Mark Crim. The permit does
not allow the waste to remain
there longer than 72 hours prior
to shipment for treatment or disposal, according to a letter written by Crim to Stericycle. York said Tuesday that the permit is pretty much a done deal.
No public hearings are required with
a permit-by-rule.
"This is a streamlined permitting process." he said.
Ten other medical waste vans-

fer stations are in Kentucky, of
which eight receive medical waste
from other states, York said. He
said he wasn't aware of any environmental problems associated with
those transfer stations.
The cabinet was double-checking Tuesday to make sure things
are squared away on the permit,
York said.
Daniel said he blames the lack
of communication on the permitting process, which York said the
cabinet is attempting to alter.
"For the past year or so we've
been working on regulations to
change that process and as a matter of fact in the last week or so
have filed with the legislature those
regulations that among other things
would give us a five-day waiting
period for permit-by-rule applications," York said.
York said the cabinet possibly
might ask for a notification to
public officials.

The transfer station will be in
an existing 4,700-square-foot building on Kentucky 321, one-half
mile north of Paintsville on a
three-acre stretch of land.
Waste coming in to the transfer station will be sealed and come
in on smaller trucks. At the transfer station, the waste — about
80,000 pounds a month — will
be placed in larger trucks before
being moved to a treatment facility or landfill in Wisconsin or
North Carolina, Ryan said.
The medical waste includes
items such as bandages, hospital
gowns and needles, Ryan said.
In April, Stericycle purchased
Medisik Inc., a medical-waste disposal facility at Highland Regional Medical Center near Prestonsburg following years of protests
by some local residents.
With the purchase, Ryan said
the company took on a list of
clients and it made sense to build

a transfer station in eastern Kentucky.
"There are a couple of big hospitals there who desperately need
to have a company such as -ours
to collect and safely dispose" of
the medical waste, Ryan said.
Ryan said the permit application was carried over in the purchase and that Stericycle does not
need to service several of the states
listed in the permit such as New
Jersey and New York because the
company has closer transfer stations.
Ryan said the company has no
plans to eventually dispose of the
medical waste in eastern Kentucky.
Stericycle officials were writing a letter Tuesday to Kentucky
requesting that the permit be amended to just include dealing with waste
from Kentucky, Ohio, Virginia and
West Virginia, Ryan said.

Lawmakers push tobacco industry to make fire-safe cigarette
WASHINGTON (AP) — Democratic lawmakers have revived a
20-year campaign to develop a
federal standard for a cigarette that
is easily extinguished to lessen the
chances it will'Itart a fire.
Previous efforts have failed,

blocked by opposition from the
tobacco industry.
Rep. Joe Moakley, D-Mass., a
leader of the drive in Congress,
said Tuesday he hopes the vocal
support of firefighters from across
the country will persuade more

Shop ENGLISH FARMS For
Spectacular Easter Treats

lawmakers to support the legislation.
"There is nothing more tragic
than an innocent child killed or
burned in a fire," said Moakley.
He became involved with the
problem after a carelessly discarded cigarette caused a fire in
1979 that killed a family of seven
in Westwood, Mass.
Moakley's bill, which has drawn
mostly Democratic support so far.

would give the Consumer Product
Safety Commission 18 months to
issue a fire-safety standard for cigarettes. Tobacco companies would
have a year to comply.
Sen. Dick Durbin, D-111., is
introducing the bill in the Senate.
Government scientists have said
it is commercially and technically feasible to design cigarettes less
likely to start fires.
"We can do the job," said Ann

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS
8 A.M.-NOON

*Jelly Belly
Jelly Beans, Dulch Mints, Sugar-Free
•Easter Novelties For Children & Adults
Chocolate Bunnies..Lambs, Eggs_

•Whole Bean Coffees
Fr. Vanilla, Hazelnut, Decal Flavors

•Bright Easter Baskets
Custom-tnade zn the FLvors and Hues of Spring

-APO

Monday-Friday 7-5
_

Find the hidden
Easter Egg at English
Farms before April
4th for an additional
10°. discount!

10th Br Arcadia
M-F 9-5
Sat., April 3rd 10-2

*New and Used Tires
*Lowest Prices In Tiawn
*Free Mount and
Computer Balance
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Brown, chairwoman of the commission, which supports the bill.
In 1996, cigarette-ignited residential fires caused 1,140 deaths,
2,570 injuries and $326 million
in property damage across the
country, according to safety commission data. Every year. more
than 80 children die from residential
fires involving cigarettes, Brown
said.
Fire-safe cigarettes, as they are
called, would go out by themselves instead of smoldering if
dropped or left unattended. Such
cigarettes may have filter tips, lessporous paper, more expanded tobacco and a smaller diameter.
About half a dozen cigarettes
already on the market would meet
such a standard, Moakley said. It
would cost the government about
$3 million to implement the new
standard.
The legislation is supported by
numerous fire safety groups, including the .National Fire Protection
Association, International Association of Fire Chiefs and International Association of Fire Fighters.
"It would make our job easier," said Mike Mullane, a 30-year
Boston firefighter and vice president of the firefighters association's New England branch. "A
lot of the fires would be cut out
if this cigarette came onto the
market."
The bill's Republican co-sponsors include Reps. Connie Morella of Maryland and Sherwood
Boehlert of New York.

CCM/te See 1A/42
CreS
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)
()Mily!
• Fun, creative activities for kids
• Register to win our Giant Benson Bear
• Discover new springtime gifts and Easter cards
• FREE Fun Pack with the purchase of any 3 Hallmark cards

Mage Show
I Show Only
1 p.m.

Kubota's easy-to-drive T1460 riding mower takes the
chore
out of yard work. A single-pedal hydrostatic transm
ission, full
flat operator's check and large fuel tank make
short work of
the longest yard, no sweat. A mid-mount mower
, grass catcher,
thatcher, mulching kit, snowblower and a light
duty utility
blade are available. With a comfortable and
east-to-gdjust
seat, and an engine designed to reduce noise
and vibration
you'll hardly notice you're working.

Churches wanting to
submit speakers or
sermon topics should
do so no later than
Wednesday prior
the
to the service.

Home & Industrial
Over 25 Years Experience
Register to win
Door Prizes
throughout the
day!

1111

McKeel Equipment Co., Inc.
503 Walnut Street
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3062

Al!.,Toot,rtiwir
Sear"eiv.9 erral4r-z

753-3444
95 Chestnut., Murray
(across from Ryan Milk)
www.designaquitt.corn

Serving Catfish Fillets, Broasted Chicken, Seafoods,
Country Ham & Short Orders
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Open Everyday except Monday
8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Cypress Springs Resort
Restaurant • Hotel • Marina
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER

Owner: Sue Williams • Judy & Lowe Williams, Managers
Located Approx. 15 miles south of Murray off HWY 121 • 436-54
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Prosecutors nearing end
of case against McDougal
n5td
IrS
of

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) — some answers out of Mrs. McDouAfter airing Hillary Rodham Clin- gal, who is charged with criminal
ton's grand jury testimony and a contempt and obstruction.
check payable to Bill Clinton from
Her lawyer, Mark Geragos, said
his Whitewater partner's savings his client probably will take the
and loan, Kenneth Starr's prose- stand next week. Geragos said he
cutors are wrapping up their case may call about five witnesses. He
against Susan McDougal.
would not say whether they would
Starr's office is putting sever- include former White House intern
al grand jurors on the witness Monica Lewinsky or Julie Hiatt
stand who tried unsuccessfully to Steele.
get Mrs. McDougal to testify about
Both women have criticized
her Whitewater partners, the Clin- Starr, as Mrs. McDougal has in
tons.
explaining why she refused to
Two days after Mrs. McDou- answer the grand jury's questions.
gal's refusal to respond in a 1998.-_L__.Clinton
testified
•,at
the
grand jury appearance,. Mrs. Clin- McDougals' trial in the sprig„,*
ton answered some Of the same 1996 that he had never borrowed
questions, declaring in videotaped money from the savings and loan
testimony that she has no knowl- the McDougals owned in the 1980s.
edge of a $27,600 Whitewater loan Three months later, James McDouin her husband's name and is gal, Mrs. McDougal's former husunaware of how it was paid off. band, steered Starr's office to the
The centerpiece of the Susan previously unknown Clinton loan.
McDougal trial, the $27,600 James McDougal died last year.
cashier's check made out to "Bill
The court session Tuesday also
Clinton," is linked through a series was punctuated by an admonition
of transactions to a fraudulent from the judge.
$300,000 loan to Mrs. McDougal.
U.S. District Judge George
"I have never seen these doc- Howard Jr. told both sides to
uments before and have no infor- refrain from making facial expresmation about them," Mrs. Clinton sions or talking loudly in response
said of the Clinton loan in a 40- to testimony. The judge -scolded
minute segment of a videotaped the two sides after the jury was
deposition from 1998 that was dismissed for a break.
played Tuesday for the jury in
Associate Independent Counsel
Mrs. McDougal's trial.
Mark Barrett complained that Mrs.
The first lady testified that she McDougal was making faces in
"never spent any significant time reaction to court testimony and
at all" monitoring the records of whispered the word "scared" as
the Whitewater real estate venture. one witness explained why he
Mrs. Clinton also said she did- wanted immunity before answern't know anything about a ing questions from Starr's deputies.
$5,081.82 check signed by Mrs.
Geragos said lawyers at the
McDougal and bearing the nota- prosecution table, which stands
tion "payoff Clinton." The check nearer the jury box than the defense
was used to make a payment on table, talked back and forth repeatthe $27,600 Clinton loan, the pros- edly in tones as audible as his
ecution says.
client's. Geragos apologized if the
Starr's office may finally get prosecution took any offense.

Paula Jones, husband split
• •'

CABOT, Ark. (AP) — Paula
Corbin Jones and her husband are
reportedly living separately but
plan to remain married.
USA Today on Tuesday quoted Mrs. Jones as saying she and
her husband, Steven, had been discussing a trial separation "for some
time." She described them as "not
any different than other couples"
who live apart because of different ambitions and interests.
However, when reached by
phone at her mother's house on
Tuesday, Mrs. Jones told The Associated Press: "These are rumors,
rumors, rumors. That's all I have
to say. Thank you."
Steve Jones, 38, who married
Shawna Rushing, center, senior class officer at Calloway ...
Mrs. Jones in 1991, could not be
County High School, accepts a $50 donation for Project
reached -at his home in CaliforGraduation from .Joann Simmons, right, treasurer, and
nia.
Theda Farris, member, from Woodman of The World
USA Today said the split came
Lodge 728.
amid disagreements over her sexual harassment lawsuit against President Clinton and how to spend
the $200,000 she received to settle the case. Lawyers split the

VOLUNTEER

semaining $650,000. -Jones, 33, recently bought
a home in Cabot, 30 miles northeast of Little Rock. Her new home
is about 10 miles from her mother's.
Steve Jones will remain at the
couple's condominium in Long
Beach, Calif., to pursue an acting
career and work on a book, the
paper said. He is contesting his
dismissal from Northwest Airlines,
which fired him last March from
his job as a counter clerk.
He told the paper: "People are
taking this argument stuff out of
proportion. My idea is you don't
spend money until you know what
you're going to have."
The paper- said the couple's two
sons will live with Mrs. Jones,
who infcnds to work as a manicurist. She said she and her husband were cooperating with each
other.
"We are not going to get ugly
at each other," she told the paper.

Man at center of poster
protest pleads innocent
WESTMINSTER, Calit. CAP)
— The Vietnamese immigrant who
sparked weeks of demonstrations
by hanging a picture of Ho Chi
Minh in his store has pleaded
innocent to a felony charge of
video piracy.
The charge against Truong Van
Tran, 37, was brought after police
raided his Little Saigon shop on
March 5 and found more than
1_5.001) allegedly pirated videos and.
130 VCRs hooked up to one master machine with an original tape,
Lt. Bill Lewis said.
Tran was released on his own
recognizance Tuesday and ordered
to return to court on March 30
for another hearing. Tran faces up
to five years in prison if convicted.

The tapes were of Hong Kongproduced soap operas dubbed in
Vietnamese. Lewis said.
The investigation began Feb.
20. when about 200 police officers escorted Tran through an angry
crowd into his shop so he could
rehang the poster of the late communist leader and a Vietnamese
flag. Tran had said he put up the
display to encourage his neighbors .to see .their homeland in a
new light.

Going,Going, Gone....
so:*

•Lose Weight
•Get the
exercise habit

•Increase energy
•Have fun
•Let the YMCA be
your resolution
solution
"Expect Success"is a
YMCA weight loss and
weight management
program.

Wideandu

You told us what you wanted — premium features at a value price.

So we built it. Starting with a rugged rail-frame and all-steel construction. A convenient
step-thru design and our exclusive tool-free deck leveling. In short, we re-engineered a
lawn tractor so reliable,affordable and easy-to-use that WideBody was named Best New
Product and Best Buy in
its first year on the job.

Sizes Limited
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The Cuffing Edge of Value.

CLASSES NOW FORMING
V 753-0228
12th Street Branch
209 N. 12th St.
University Branch
1510 Chestnut St.[
aus
-7
-3

Available at Wal* Mart

U.S. HWY. 641 NORTH
MURRAY

Premium Features. Value Price. Simple Decision.

1-800-224-8940
www.murrayinc.com
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Museum to feature Graves County folk artist

'
r

,

Wrather West Kentucky Museum will feature an exhibit by Graves
County folk artist, Helen LaFrance
in April.
The exhibition of LaFrance's
oils on canvas, "Drawing on Her
Memories," is housed on the top
floor of the museum.
LaFrance was creating pictures
before she could write. Although
she had no formal art instruction,
LaFrance did have a mother, who
took the time to place a pencil in
her hand, guiding her across the
paper until a duck or rabbit
appeared. Her mother's patient work
with her is one of LaFrance's early
memories.
While LaFrance was still .very
young, her aunt gave her some water
Colors. Using the 'gift and the bickof some leftover wallpaper,
LaFrance produced her first painting — a gray rabbit.
LaFrance remembers that her
mother kept her supplied in paints
by blending laundry bluing with
other easy-to-come-by things such
as dandelions and berries.
"Bluing was good for painting

Cook honored
by Who's Who
publication

•,0

Paula Cook, daughter of Jessie
Cook and the late Bob Cook of
Hazel was recently named to the
1999-2000 Marquis Edition of
Who's Who in the South and
Southwest.
This honor is awarded and limited to those who have demonstrated
outstanding achievement in their
fields of endeavor and have contributed significantly to the betterment of contemporary society.
Cook currently teaches sixth
grade at Hickman County Elementary School (I-ICES) in Clinton. She is devotional chair for
the HCES PTO and is an active
member of her local education
association.
Before teaching sixth grade at
HCES, she taught Remedial Reading for first through eighth grades
and worked with the Gifted and
Talented Program. Cook has been
employed by HCES for 21 years,
and has been a teacher for 26
years.
Before teaching in Hickman
County, she was a teacher in Graves
County, Calloway County, Union
City, and at Murray State University and Shelby County Community College in Memphis.
A 1966 graduate of Callowa‘
County High School and a 1969
graduate of Murray State University. Cook also received her master's degree in 1971 from MSU.
She was awarded her Kentucky
Rank I in 1985 from University
of Tennessee at Martin.
Cook resides in Union City.
Tenn., where she is a member of
First Baptist Church. She has one
child, Tiffany Byars. and one grandson. Kaleb Byars.

"Paint what you see," her moth- She uses those . of others as well
er told her, and LaFrance has been to produce her art.
doing that for over 70 years.
"'Political Picnic,— she said,
But LaFrance doesn't limit her- "was painted from stories I've heard
self to just her own memories. about the Fancy Farm picnics."

the skies," LaFrance said.
Her paintings reflect the images
in her memory. She has painted
several pictures of Shelton Church
where her family worshipped.

New Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8:00-7:00

Prices Good
March 17 thru
March 23

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

good_ 7ocke _ 71.ot pod 90144
We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

971nalA
Whole

Owen's Best Family Pack

Smoked Picnics

Ground Chuck

Spare
Ribs

59!

Murray High School placed first
in the future problem solving competition at this year's Kentucky
Association for Academic Competition Governor's Cup state finali,
completed Monday in Louisville.
The five-member Murray High
team, composed of Justin Smith.
Brandon Kelie, Elizabeth Allen.
Michael Swain and Andrew Parker, will represent Kentucky in the
Future Problem Solving International Conference in June in Ann
Arbor, Mich. Team members were
asked how they would solve prison
overcrowding in 2060.

You Only Go
To An Experienced
Mechanic.
Shouldn't You Go To
An Experienced
Insurance Agent,
Too?
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INSURANCE
Your partner in protection

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.
302 N 12th St.
Murray
Tony Boyd
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Kellogg's Raale Dazzle 13.5 oz, or

Prairie Farms

Rice Krispie Treats Cereal

Buttermilk
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Coffee
$1
99
II
1 1 .5-1 3 oz. Bag
Moto lAtte Self-Rising

Murray High
places first
in competition

Her "Sandlot Baseball Game" --itat—admission to Wrather West
was a friend's description of a Kentucky Museum. Hours are 8:30
baseball field next to a junkyard. a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through
The public is invited to view Friday, and 10 a.m. tol p.m. on
the paintings. There is no charge Saturday.

99
'
$129

Corn Meal

5 Up Bag

Coke, Diet Coke, Cat Free Coke,
Diet Cal, Free Coke, Cherry Coke

12 pk

Healthy Choice Ready-To-Serve

Soups

V

2/$3oo

15 Oz.

$329
99'
Rif

Snuggles Liquid Fabric

Softener

400z.

Green Giant Frozen Corn, Peas or

Mixed Vegetables 16 oz
Owen's Best
Honey

Baked Ham

$39!

Owen's Best

BBQ Ribs

s_129
‘1, Lb

Oven's Best 4 Legged

Fried Chicken
$ 89
4

Legs 3 Breast 2 Thighs 2 Wngs

Lb

Pillsbury Quick

Rainbow

100 ct. 89'
Tea Bags
Kellogg's Rice Krispies
13.5 oz. 2/$5"
CereaI
PillsoJry Plain or Self-Rising

Flour

5 Lb. Bag $I 19

Coke, CO Coke, Cat Free Coke,
Net Cot Free Coke, Cherry Coke

16 oz.

2 Liter

59'
99'

Owen's Best

Paper Towels
Big Country

Biscuits

5 ct

Velveeta Slices 12 oz
Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite

88Q Beef

Texas Jumbo
Sweet

Fresh
Green

Onions

Onions

$29? 3/99' 69!)
Baby Swiss

Golden Ripe

Cole Slaw
$ 19

Cheese
$429

Bananas

Lb

Sparkle Single Roll

69'
2P1"
2P4"
6 pk $219

PA.O.d.Ufki

Owen's Best
Storemade

1

14-17.4 oz.

Krat"

Arm & Hammer

Baking Soda

Bread

Lb.

Florida's 4 Lb Bag
Juice

3ws99'

Oranges
$219

White Seedless

Grapes
1 29
Lb

10 Lb Bag Red

Potatoes
$ 1 99

753-5842
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MSU to host business program
The 13th annual Executives on
Campus program will bring top
business executives to Murray State
University during the week of
March 29-April 2.
Classroom forums, representing
some 20 business professionals
hosted by the college of business
and public affairs, will inform both
students And faculty on current
market trends.
According to event coordinator
LaDonna McCuan, MSU alumna
Kelyn Brannon has been scheduled as one of the Executives on
Campus speakers.
Brannon works as a vice president at Amazon.com., the world's
leading online shopping site.
Representatives from the fields
of marketing, accounting, finance,
economics, general management,
human resource management, law
enforcement, criminal justice and
political science plan to speak at
the week-long forum.
Business executives have been
invited to speak in MSU classes
specifically related to their field
of expertise.
"It brings the real world to the
classroom," said McCuan, who has
been coordinating the event since
last November.
Dr. Dannie Harrison, dean of
the College of Business and Public Affairs, sees the Executives on
Campus program accomplishing
multiple goals.
He cites the event's advantages
as students having the opportunity to learn from executives of the
real world and the _campus faculty and staff learning of changing,
up-to-date business trends.
Harrison boasts of the ongoing
strides his college makes in keeping abreast of changing business
trends and technologies. He enthusiastically speaks of the new
Telecommunications Systems Management (TSM) program, a joint
venture between his college and
the college of industry and technology.
The newly developed TSM
degree has been designated as a
program of distinction by the state.

It teams the two colleges together in providing three training levels - associate, baccalaureate and
master's degrees. Students have
the option of choosing which level
best meets their training needs.
Harrison explained that the TSM
program's thrust applies hands-on
technical training from the college
of industry and technology in cooperation with Computer science and
information systems in the business college.
"We've matched the best of
both colleges," said Dr. Daniel M.
Claiborne, chairman of MSU's
department of industrial and engineering technology. "It is the only
program here using split collaboration of two colleges in one degree
program."
Claiborne added that the TSM
program is the only undergraduate program of its kind in the
state. He comments that the unique
venture has afforded a very smooth
working relationship between the
two colleges.
Claiborne sees strength in the
program's ability to incorporate analytical information through engineering as it relates to the telecommunications field. He states the
program's emphasis as being upon
hardware construction.

The field of telecommunications
is rapidly expanding around the
world and the need for trained
professionals is intense.
"The salaries and job opportunities are endless," said Harrison.
"As businesses merge, there is a
huge demand for people to make
those businesses that are located
all over the country and the world
communicate with each other."
Harrison foresees regional benefits in the TSM program beyond
its scope of being a training center of excellence.
"It is giving us an economic
development edge in turning out
graduates from this region that
would tend to draw businesses
here that would need this type of
graduate. So I see it as a real
plus as far as long term economic development of western Kentucky, southern Illinois and west
Tennessee," he said.
As area business executives
come to campus in a few days to
share real world experiences, training for high tech careers of the
future is already in place at MSU.
Harrison quoted that at least five
of the predicted top 10 careers of
the 21st century are current course
offerings at Murray State University.
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VISA, MASTERCARD,DISCOVER,
FOOD STAMPS & WIC ACCEPTED
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

Mardi Gras

Paper Towels

KCA
Reg.
Size
Roll

.

C
97

itleer
2
BoLtt

Campbell's Tomato Juice
46 oz. can

87'

Nunn Better Meal
Self-Rising 5 Lb. Bag

Coke, Diet Coke,
12 pk.12 oz can
Sprite
•
Coke,
Diet Coke 6 pk. 1/2 Liter Btls.2 For $5.00

$2 97

Chicken of the Sea Pink Salmon

88

14-3/4 oz. can

.38

1

Northern

Bathroom Tissue
4 Roll Pkg.
Limit 3

The East Elementary P.T.A. has designated the 1998-99 school
year to renovate and upgrade the school's playground facilities. Pictured above are East students presenting a check in
the amount of $8,500 to members of the playground committee.

Campbell's Tomato Soup
10-3/4 oz. can

YES YOU CAN...
OWN A HOME

77'
Lipton Noodles & Sauce or Rice & Sauce

2

24 oz Can

Reg. $1.19 '

For $1•00

Morton House Beef Stew
1
)

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite

die

88°

San Giorgio Thin or Reg. Spaghetti
7 oz. pkg.

4

00

For $II•

QUALITY MEATS

Let Us Show You How
Union Planters Bank, Mercantile Bank, Peoples Bank of Murray,
Hopkinsville Savings Bank and Dees Bank of Hazel
are offering you a slice of the
American Dream -- homeownership.
Come to a series of two classes, March 23 and 50,
from 6 to 9 p.m. at Mercantile Bank, 12th and Main Streets,
Murray, Kentucky.

Learn About
00o
NetNic's
oresWo'
‘6
0
Vrc)
Home buying Process
Loan Prequalification
Budget and Credit
Home Maintenance

Steaks
Pork

prizes

Don't pass up this free opportunity to learn how to be a
successful homeowner.
To register, call Wilma Billington at(502) 762-5237,
Stephanie McClard at (502) 767-2265,
Gina England at(502) 762-0404,
Dwayne Fulkerson at(502) 492-8136 or
Helen Foley at (502) 753-7921.

mk.

Pork

Cutlets
Country Style

Ribs

Equal Housing
LENDER

^

Boneless U.S.D.A. Choice
Lb.

Shoulder Roast $1.49

Lb

100% Pure
Lb.

Ground Chuck

$1.29

53
Green

Large Head
PAWS

Lb.

Lb.

Tomatoes

Peppers
EDUCATION

91Ie

Bacon

Large Slicing

Green

6.a

Lb.

FRESH PRODUCE

Onions
KENTUCKY
HOUSING
CORPORATION

89e
$1.29
$1.19

Sliced Slab

Lettuce

.

U.S. Extra Fancy Washington State

3 88' Red Del. Apple
D'Anjou
3 813e Pears
68e Celery

48'
68°
5111°

For

Lb.

For

Lb.

Large Stalk
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•
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Ruling against NCAA could help MSU
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Staff, AP Report
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Recruiting is the toughest part of
an NCAA coach's job. It just got
tougher.
-U.S. District Judge Ronald
Buckwalter on Tuesday turned
down a request by the NCAA for
more time to revamp its freshmen
eligibility requirements. Buckwalter ruled last week that the organization could not use minimum standardized test scores to determine

Test.
However, students scoring less
than 820 on the SAT, or 16 on
the ACT, could not particiaate,
regardless of their other academic credentials.
Should Buckwalter's ruling
stand, it could be a windfall for
Murray State basketball, as it would
grant an extra year of eligibility
to Racer starters Rod Murray,
Aubrey Reese and Isaac Spencer,
and possibly to reserve Ray Cun-

Several players could get
odra year of- eligibility
eligibility.
In his initial ruling, Buckwalter declared what many opponents
of Proposition 16 had long said
— that such minimum score requirements "has an unjustified disparate
impact against African-Americans."
Under Proposition 16, the asso-

ciation required freshmen athletes
to have a high-school diploma and
a minimum grade-point average in
13 core academic courses with the
GPA contingent on an indexed,
sliding scale with a student's score
on either the Scholastic Assessment Test or American College

ningham, all of whom were ineligible in their first seasons.
"We're lucky that this isn't
affecting us as much right now
as it does others; if,those basketball players were seniors, we wouldn't know how to proceed as far
as recruiting," said MSU athletic
director E.W. Dennison. "The
NCAA hasn't told us anything yet
and it's impossible to predict how
long their appeals will last. But I
hope they grandfather those guys

in, and it looks like they have.
"It would be great to have all
of those players for two more
years instead of one because it
creates a little parity across the
country; it gives guys like us (Murray State) an advantage," he added.
"It wouldn't affect recruiting as
much because I figure the NCAA
would leave a lot of setting new
standards up to the schools."
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UK using
bench to
advance
in NCAA
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MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photos

Water seeping underneath the playing floor at Racer Arena has warped the maple surface, causing extensive damage, mostly on the south end. The 44-year-old structure now
serves as home for the Murray State volleyball team. Repairs to the floor are expected
to be completed in time for volleyball season this fall.

Water damages Racer Arena floor
Repairs to be made
in time for volleyball
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
An old friend to Murray State athletics
is experiencing problems these days.
The maple playing surface at Racer Arena,
home to MSU basketball for 43 years and
more recently the venue for Racer volleyball. has become warped in several
places -- mainly on the south end -- as a

result of moisture seeping in underneath, the floor -- which was installed in l(M7
"We don't need three teams playing in
rendering it impossible to use.
-- last season.
RSEC," he said. "And besides that, coach
"It's an old building and with its age
"About three-fourths through our sea- Schwepker likes to have the volleyball
and a flat roof like it has, you're going son we went in there and it looked like team in Racer Arena because they've got'
to have problems," said MSU athletic direc- a mole went under it," he said. "We had their lockerrooms there."
tor E.W. Dennison."But we've been assured had a big rain and water got in underSchwepker said Racer Arena is a valuby the physical plant that the playing floor neath it, and everybody hoped it would able recruiting tool.
in Racer Arena will be fixed."
just dry out, but the water sat under there
"With it being a volleyball-only buildWith the basketball teams now playing too long. That made the floor expand, but ing, it gives us the second-largest facility
in the Regional Special Events Center, after it dried out it shrank."
in the nation in Division I, behind Arkansas,"
Racer Arena now serves as the home to
Dennison said that moving volleyball he said. "I personally don't want to play
the volleyball program.
to RSEC would be difficult because of in RSEC; it's a nice building, but it's way
Racer volleyball coach David Schwep- conflicts in scheduling practices around
ker said he began noticing problems with the men's and women's basketball squads. • See Page 3B

Injury to
elbow ends
season for
Cubs' Wood
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
PEORIA, Ariz. ( AP) — Kerry
Wood's season is already over, gone
with the pop of an elbow tendon.
Baseball's brightest young pitcher, whose fastball dazzled fans
during his rookie season, will
undergo ligament replacement surgery on his right elbow within
the next two weeks. Rehabilitation is expected to take about a
year.
"Obviously it's a huge loss for
us — the NL Rookie of the Year
and a huge pan of our rotation,"
Cubs general manager Ed Lynch
said Wednesday after an MRI in
Chicago revealed the injury.
The 21-year-old right-hander has
had a tender elbow since the Cubs
drafted him out of high school in
June 1995 and he missed all of
last September while it was sore.
Wood returned to throw five
innings in the Cubs' final playoff
game against Atlanta. then was
hospitalized twice at the start of
spring training because of an upper
respiratory and gastrointestinal illness. The latest injury occurred
Saturday, on the first warmup pitch
of the second inning of his 1999
debut against Anaheim. He lasted
26 pitches in all — managing to
throw 95 mph even after the injury.
'"We were very, very conservative with Kerry." Lynch said

Semi
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By TIM WHITMIRE
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Miami of Ohio has "Wally World"
— high-scoring forward Wally
Szczerbiak and teammates skilled
at getting him a chance to score.
By contrast, in the world of
Kentucky basketball — call it The
World According to Tubby —
there is no single player around
whom the rest of the team revolves.
That's why Friday's NCAA tournament game in St. Louis between
the third-seeded Wildcats (27-8)
and the 10th-seeded RedHawks(247) presents a true contrast in styles.
Nowhere has coach Tubby
Smith's team-oriented approach
been more evident than in the
substitution pattern he used later
in the season.
Four or five minutes into each
game, starters Wayne Turner, Scott
Padgett, Heshimu Evans, Desmond
Allison and Michael Bradley sit
down. Taking their place is a fresh
second unit of Jamaal Magloire,
Jules Camara, Tayshaun Prince,
Saul Smith and Ryan Hogan.
"That's a good time for us to
try and press" opposing teams,
who usually don't have the same
depth as Kentucky. Smith said
Tuesday. "We're hoping we can
fatigue them a bit and then bring
the first unit back in.
"We try to wear people down
1111 See Page 3B

'Breds rally, but
fall short to WIU
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State trailed visiting
Western Illinois 15-2 in the middle of the sixth inning, courtesy
of giving up nine runs in the first
inning, but outscored the Leathernecks 12-0 over the next 3-1/2
innings. It wasn't enough.
Thoroughbreds senior leftfielder Chad Hamm tied a team record
with three doubles, and senior designated hitter Robert Weatherly hit
his team-leading sixth home run,
but Murray State (12-5-1) was
MARK YOUNG/Ledger photo

Murray State shortstop Chris
Johnson slides into second
base in the Thoroughbreds'
15-14 loss to Western Illinois
Tuesday at Reagan Field.

Demons to 24 percent in the second.
Cal's reward for its improved play was
overcoming a 17-point deficit for a 58-57
victory and a date with Colorado State on
Thursday night in the third round of the
NIT. One more win and they'll make a
cross-country trip to New York for the
NIT's Final Four.
"It was a tale of two halves," Cal coach
Ben Braun said after Tuesday night's victory.
"There comes a time when a player senses that he could be playing in his last collegiate game. So we didn't wait around.
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We made some good adjustments."
rally since February 1994, when it overThe Golden Bears (19-11) survived a came a 20-point deficit against Arizona
last-second shot by DePaul's Willie Cole- State.
man that went off the rim, following a
"It was just the mentality of the whole
lengthy dispute from Blue Demons coach team to come out in the second half and
Pat Kennedy on how much time was left. establish ourselves early," Cal guard Geno
In other NIT games, Colorado State Carlisle said.
defeated Colorado 86-76 and Clemson
"We talked in the locker room at the
stopped Rutgers 78-68.
half and knew it would be one of the most
Clemson will play host to Butler in important halves. We made up our minds
another quarterfinal Thursday. Tonight, it's to establish ourselves real quickly. We did,
Princeton at Xavier and Oregon at Texas and it got us into a flow."
Christian.
Cal trailed 28-11 before staging its biggest • See Page 38
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unable to overcome the opening
deficit in a 15-14 loss.
Western Illinois(1-12) scored the
first nine runs on five hits in the
first inning, scoring all nine with
two outs.
MSU freshman starter Aaron
Russelburg (1-1) had a rough day
on the mound, hitting two batters,
walking two and allowing one run
to score on a failed pickoff attempt.
In the bottom of the sixth inning,
with MSU trailing 15-2, junior
catcher Justin Varitek hit a threerun homer to narrow the gap.
The 'Breds took advantage of
three Leatherneck errors to push
across three more unearned runs
to cut the WIU lead to 15-8.
In the bottom of the ninth
inning, the 'Breds bats came back

California eliminates DePaul from NIT
By RICK GANO
AP Sports Writer
ROSEMONT, Ill. (AP) - Not ready to
call it a season after a miserable first half,
California played and looked like a different team in the final 20 minutes against
DePaul.
Everything the Golden Bears did so poorly in the first half — especially shooting
— they did well in the second. They shot
26 percent in the first, 64 percent in the
second.
After allowing DePaul to make 54 percent in the first, they limited the Blue

Duke
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with our bench strength."
The tactic has served Kentucky
well in postseason play.
In both the SEC championship
game against Arkansas and in the
Wildcats' second-round NCAA win
over Kansas on Sunday, the second unit came off the bench to
rally Kentucky from early deficits.
Just two weeks ago, the Wildcats were coming off a 3-4 February, and a fourth straight Final
Four trip seemed improbable. Now,
Kentucky is 5-0 in March and two
wins away from a Final Four trip
to St. Petersburg, Ha.
Magloire said Kentucky's team
effort will make it impossible for
Szczerbiak to singlehandedly beat
the Wildcats, as he did in scoring 43 points in a first-round win
over Washington.
"No one individual can beat a
team," Magloire said. "Granted, he's
a good player. But no one player can beat us. No one player can
beat a team."
Smith said he did not plan any
major changes to his basic containment defense for the thirdround game against Miami, which
is coming off an upset win over
second-seeded Utah.
"We haven't used any gimmick
defenses all year long," he said.
"We're going to try to do something out of our regular man-to-

The Insurance Center
of Murray
II

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"

David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

NCAA TOURNAMENT
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All Times CST
EAST REGIONAL
At Continental Airlines Arena
East Rutherford, N.J.
Regional Semifinals
Friday, March 19
Duke (34-1) vs Southwest Missoun State
(22-10), 6.38 pm.
eurdue (21-12) vs Temple (23-10), 8:55
pm
Regional Championship
Sunday, March 21
Semifinal winners, 1 40 p m
SOUTH REGIONAL
Thursday, March 18
At Thompson-Boling Arena
Knoxville, Tenn.
Regional Semifinals
Maryland (28-5) vs St John's (27-8),
6.38 p.m
Auburn (29-3) vs Ohio State (25-8).
855 p.m.
Regional Championship
Saturday, March 20
Semifinal winners, 5 p m
MIDWEST REGIONAL
At Trans World Dome
St. Louis
Regional Semifinals
Friday, March 19
Michigan State (31-4) vs Oklahoma (2210), 6.55 pm
Miami, Ohio (24-7) vs Kentucky (27-8).
9 15 p.m.
Regional Championship
Sunday, March 21
Semifinal winners, 4 p rn
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WEST REGIONAL
At America West Arena
Phoenix
Regional Semifinals
Thursday, March 18
Gonzaga (27-6) vs. Florida (22-8), 655
pm
Connecticut (30-2) vs. Iowa (20-9), 915
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to life, as Varitek led • off with a
double, then senior pinch-hitter
Drew Graeter followed suit with
a double.
rightfielder
Chris
Senior
Williams drove a triple down the
right field line to clear the bases,
and senior first baseman Dan Loyd
got his first hit of the day, a double down the left field line.
Hamm followed with a double,
then Weatherly got his fourth home
hit
'
. in hi§ last three games to
make the score 15-14 with two
outs.
Senior second baseman Brad
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Burns kept the rally going with a
single, but Varitek struck out to
end the game.
Hamm went 3-for-6 with three
doubles, a run scored and three
runs batted in. Williams also went
3-for-6 with a triple, three runs
and two RBI.
Varitek went 3-for-6 with a double, his fourth home run of the
season, two runs and three RBI.
Weatherly walked three times(he
had only one walk in the previous 17 games), but went 2-for-3
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With Cal leading by one after
a go-ahead basket by Francisco
Elson with just more than two
minutes to go, the Bears missed
a shot with 21 seconds left, and
Richardson
DePaul's Quentin
rebounded.
DePaul (18-13) tried to set up
a winning shot, but Coleman got
tangled up under the basket and
Cal came up with the ball. But
the Bears' Sean Lampley was called
for traveling with what appeared
to be one-tenth of a second left,
giving the ball back to DePaul.
—--

THE FINAL FOUR
At Tropicana Field
St. Petersburg, As.
National Semifinals
Saturday, March 27
East champion vs Midwest champion
4 42 p m
South champion vs West champion, 30
minutes after first game
National Championship
Monday, March 29
Semifinal winners, 818 p.m

NIT GLANCE
All Times CST
Second Round
Tuesday, March 16
Clemson 78. Rutgers 68
Colorado State 86, Colorado 76
California 58, DePaul 57
Third Round
Wednesday, March 17
Pnnceton (22-7) at, Xavier (23-10), 6:30
m
Oregon (18-11) at Texas Chnstian (2110), 830 p m
Thursday. March 18
Butler (22-9) at Clemson, TBA
Colorado State (19-10) at California (1911), TBA
At Madison Square Garden
New York
Semifinals
Tuesday, March 23
First game, 6 p m
Second game. 8 p m
Championship Round
Thursday, March 25
Third Place
Semifinal losers, 4 p m
Championship
Semifinal winners, 6 30 p m

File photo
Tubby Smith's Kentucky Wildcats have used a deep bench
during their run in the NCAA Tournament.
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Buckwalter's ruling on Proposition 16 only struck down using
such tests as minimum requirements, but did not outlaw altogether the use of standardized tests,
which many educators have long
said are racially and culturally discriminatory. The rule's forerunner,
Proposition 48, resulted from a
tumultuous NCAA convention in
with a home run, three runs and 1983 when a group of reformtwo RBI. Burns went 2-for-6 with minded school presidents began
pushing for toughened academic
a run for MSU.
Russelburg took the loss, allow- requirements.
But in denying the NCAA's
ing eight runs on four hits, striking out one and walking two in request for a stay. Buckwalter
stripped the NCAA of a key recruittwo-thirds of an inning.
Freshman lefty Scott Greene ing guideline that had been in
came on in relief in the first inning, place for over 15 years. The NCAA
allowing three runs (one earned) said it needed more time to form
on three hits, striking out one and new requirements and file appeals.
NCAA officials said they would
walking one in one inning.
ask
for another stay this week
Sophomore John David Poyner
Came a in the second inning, allow- from the 3rd Circuit of the U.S.
ing four runs on six hits, striking Court of Appeals; it also plans to
out three and walking three in 4- appeal the initial ruling.
NCAA counsel David Bruton
2/3 innings.
Junior closer Jason Glosser told the judge that "chaos" and
"irreparable harm" could occur
allowed no runs on one hit in 1- without a stay since each
of the
2/3 innings, and freshman lefty 302 Division I schools could
instiShawn Tomes finished the game tute a wide range of new freshfor the 'Breds, allowing no runs man eligibility requirements.
on no hits, striking out none and
Also, schools currently playing
walking on in one inning.
in the men's and women's NCAA
Senior third baseman Todd Fox
basketball tournament could add
went 0-for-6 on the day to drop freshman players to their rosters
his team-leading batting average although they initially were ruled
to an even .400.
academically ineligible.
Murray State concludes its twoMembers of the Division I Board
game series with Western Illinois of Directors will meet in the next
today, starting at 2 p.m.
few weeks to decide how to pro-

ceed next, NCAA president Cedric
Dempsey said.
"With the court's denial of our
request for a stay, our membership is left with many unknowns
about how to address eligibility
standards," Dempsey said.
. Under current standards, if a
player is ineligible in his first season._he_inust ..not_..only pay his
own way to attend an NCAA
school his first year, but also only
have three years of eligibility
remaining.
• "I don't believe those players
should be punished twice," Dennison said."You can still make them
sit out that first year and pay their
own way, but then they should
still get to play four years.
"I know (MSU men's basketball coach) Tevester (Anderson)
has signed two players who could
be pretty good, but I'm sure than
instead of playing them next year
he'd like to groom them for the
future," Dennison added. "
In the eight-page opinion, Buckwaiter said the NCAA should have
no problem creating new rules.
"After almost 100 years of
administering intercollegiate athletics, the establishment of any
prospective initial eligibility rule
and the policing of its own members is a task, the NCAA is more
than well-equipped to handle,"
Buckwalter wrote.
Attorneys for the four black
athletes who filed the suit said
the NCAA should concentrate on
adopting nondiscriminatory eligibility policies than continue fighting in court.
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TOWING!
McCLARD'S
TOWING
207 S. 7th St. • Murray

"What the NCAA is doing is from underprivileged backgrounds.
The NCAA has Said the earlitrying to protect them from themselves," said Andre Dennis, lead est it could establish new guidelines is October, since it has to
attorney for the four plaintiffs.
The plaintiffs have since grad- consult its member schools before
uated or are no longer freshmen instituting new rules.
"What the NCAA has to be
in college. They claimed they were
denied NCAA scholarships or sports careful with is that it's got a coueligibility because they did not ple of defeats here lately with the
meet the minimum test score.
_restricted
earnings
coaches,
"It's time for us to be sensi- Louisville being able to play in
ble and work with the NCAA on the postseason and now this, so
how to solve this problem," said they might not fight this very hard
former Georgetown basketball in trying to get back some credcoach John Thompson, long a ibility." Dennison said.
champion of minorities and those

IRRacer Arena...
From

Page 2B

making it just for volleyball, the.
repairs to the floor will probably
get done faster," Schwepker added.
Schwepker said the volleyball
team will begin preseason practice around Aug. 9, with the first
home match Sept. 1 against Saint
Louis.

more advantageous for us to play
in Racer Arena because it's closer to the dorms.
"One of my goals was to get
Racer Arena to look more like a
volleyball gym; right now it still
looks like a basketball gym, but

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK
1-In. x 25-Ft
"E-Z READ

Tape Rule

A television replay indicated
Lampley traveled with 1.3 seconds
left, but officials decided it wasn't called immediately.
Then after another review, the
clock was changed to three-tenths
of a second, prompting a heated
argument from Kennedy, who asked
to see the replay. claiming the
walk happened with three seconds
to go.

But it stayed at three-tenths.
After a timeout. Coleman took an
inbounds pass, but his jumper went
off the rim.
"The travel took place on the
guy who had the ball on the baseline, not on the guy after he passed
it out," Kennedy said.
"It took the officials 2.7 seconds to call the walk. There should
have been a compromise. And with

99
rilURRAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Special Cost$
4
•

three-tenths of a second, if Willie's
shot went in, it wasn't a legal
basket. I don't know if they knew
that."
Referee Ron Foxcroft said officials looked at the replay four or
five times.
"We went by the rule. The clock
stops when the referee blows his
whistle.
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St. Run

was 42c

Prices based on a minimum order of 25 chicks

Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods
March 20th and 27th from 9 a.m. to Noon
North

March 22nd from 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m
Southwest March 23rd from 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
CCMS

was 115

Cornish Rock Broilers, New Hampshire Red, Rhode Island Red,
Barred Rock, Black Sex Link and White Rock

Register at:

East

Cockerals

Pullets

69c 99c 40c
was 76c

March 20th fl 27th

MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

DAY

1
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OLYMPIA

206 EAST

"Your Hometown Hardware Store"
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11NCAA...

a NMI.

WE'RE

ihole
and
3eno

Regional Championship
Saturday, March 20
Semifinal winners, 2 40 p m

11California...
From

man defense to try to limit his
(Szczerbiak's) touches."
With Szczerbiak equally skilled
at posting up and stepping outside for the perimeter jump shot,
Smith said there is no glaring
weakness for the Wildcats to attack.
The coach said he likely will try
several different players on Szczerbiak, including senior forwards Padgett and Evans.
"I don't think there's any one
thing you can do to shut him
down," he said. "We'll just try to
deny him the ball as much as possible."
Smith and Padgett said there's
more to Miami than Szczerbiak.
Point guard Rob Mestas is a calm
floor leader and skilled at distributing the ball, Smith said. Guard
Damon Frierson is averaging 13.1
points, and the entire team is
skilled at getting Szczerbiak open
for shots.
"I think more than anything,
they feed off of when other teams
go to double Wally," Padgett said.
"They have a team. It's not just
Wally."
Like Szczerbiak, the 6-foot-9
Padgett possesses inside-outside
versatility, as he showed down the
stretch in the Kansas game. He
hit a 3-pointer that sent the game
to overtime, nailed another long
jumper to open the overtime and
then went inside to get to the foul
line and make five free throws.

From Page 28
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March 25th from 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
March 26th from 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m

Fry Pan Special
S16.00
25 Chicks
S25.00
50 Chicks
S35.00
100 Chicks
No choice of breed or sex

Turkeys, ducks, geese & other
breeds ofchicks are available
upon request.

Order Early to Insure Delivery!
COST
$35.00 - First Child
$30.00 - Second Child
$25.00 - Any Additional

AGEs
FROM
6 to 20

(ORSCHELIsi FARM&HOME

I.

753-9132

Hours: Mon.—Sat. 8-7, Sun. 10-5
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center • Murray, KY • 759-8150
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CLASSIFIED
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180 Lawn & Garden

025 Personals

190 Farm Equipment

030 Financial

195 Heavy Equipment

210 Firewood
220 Musical

100 Business Opportunity
120 Computers

270 Mobile Homes For Sale

130 For Sale Or Trade

280 Mobile Homes For Rent

140 Want To Buy

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

150 Articles For Sale

290 Heating And Cooling

155 Appliances

300 Business Rentals

160 Home Furnishings

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS

?The following estate
fiduciary
appointments
have
been
made in the Calloway
County District Court.
All claims against
these estates should
be filed with the fiduciary
within
six
'months of date of
;qualification.
'Estate of: Fox, Hope,
Case #99-P-00061;
Fiduciary:
Joretta
Randolph.
1025
Southwood
Dr.,
Murray, KY 42071;
Co-Fiduciary: Ronald
L. Fox, 181 Ironwood
Dr.,
Murray,
KY
42071; Appointed: 310-99; Attorney: Sid
Easley. 204 South
Sixth St., Murray, KY
42071.
Estate of: Hensley.
Myrtle
B..
2114
5outheast
Dr.,
Murray, KY 42071,
Case
#99-P-00063;
Fiduciary: Velma J.
(rizman,
2114
Southwest
Dr.,
Murray,
KY 42071;
Appointed: 3-10-99;
Attorney: J. Williams
Phillips, 104 North
5th St., Murray, KY
42071.
Estate of: Jerry D.
Graham,
1512
Glendale Rd., Murray,
KY 42071; Case #99P-00062; Fiduciary:
Jackie M. Graham,
1512 Glendale Rd..
Murray, KY 42071;
Appointed: 3-10-99;
Attorney: Sid Easley,
204 South Sixth St.,
Murray, KY 42071.

WANT ADS
WORK

$14.00

060

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been
filed in the Calloway
District
Court
by
Peggy Jean Taylor,
Executrix of the estate
of
Eloise
King,
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway
County
District Court, on or
before April 21, 1999.
Case #98-P-00035.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been
filed in the Calloway
District
Court
by
Linda Carr, fiduciary
of the estate of James
Elliott,
deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
in
the
Calloway
County District Court,
on or before April 21,
1999. Case #99-P00236.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been
filed in the Calloway
District
Court
by
Larry Zacheretti, fiduciary of the estate of
Hinda
Grubbs.
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement
must be filed in the
Calloway
County
District Court, on or
before April 12, 1999
Case #98-P-00268.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

All stored items in storage units 119 & 187 at
Key Mini Warehouses, 1850 State Route 121
South, Murray, KY 42071, have been abandoned and if all charges for storage units 119
& 187 are not paid in full on or before March
31, 1999. Key Mini-Warehouses will have
legal possession of all items stored in units
119 & 187. A sale date for said items stored in
storage units 119 & 187 will be posted at a
later time.

BEANIE BABY
SALE
Sat., March 20th
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
at Racer Inn
Murray, KY
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
ARE THINGS getting a little HAIRY? Banish the
worry of shaving, waxing
& tweezing-permanently
Call Skinsations
Electrolysis & Skincare.
753-5900
Leigh Knight, CE
ATTENTION
Pnmestar Customers!
For A limited time you can
trade your Primestar bill
for an 18" digital satellite
system Free- that's rightthe equipment & installation are Free. Programming starts with Amenca's
top 40 channels for
$1999 You can also receive ABC, NBC. CBS.
PBS, & FOX Call 901642-4077. Beasley Antenna & Satellite.
BIBLE message 759-5177.
CONSIDERING Abortion?
Get the facts from Lifehouse 753-0700
WEDDING

Help Wanted

AVON
Eam extra income by representing the 41 cosmetics
company 1-888-669-6820
INQSLS/REP
DRIVERS
Need 85 Drivers Earn
$30,000 1st Year No Cost
Training If Qualified, No
Experience
Necessary
Start Your Trucking Career
Today! 800-995-5832
ESTIMATOR,
General
Contractor. industrial &
commercial. Quantity take
off. Mid States Construction Co., Paducah, KY
502-442-5477
EXPERIENCED grill cook.
and prep cook. Apply in
person. 753-5986.
FULL and part time staff
needed for community
based residential program
for developmentally disabled adults. Flexible hours,
opportunity for advancement, excellent benefits
(part time: 401k, stock purchase plan: full time also
includes medical/ dental)
short term disability insurance, paid training, holiday. vacation, and sick
leave). Apply at: Community Alternatives of Kentucky, 6145 Symsonia
Highway, Symsonia, KY
42082. (502) 527-2255.
E0Elfvt/F/DN.

GROUNDSKEEPER
at
Murray State University.
Full time with benefits.
High school graduate or
equivalent required. One
year of experience (two
preferred) driving tractors
,o; heavy mowers which
can be acquired through
farms, parks, golf courses,
etc. Should have knowledge of planting, feeding,
spraying, and cultivating
plants. Valid driver's license required. Salary
$6.15 per hour. Apply at:
Department .of _Employment Services, 1210 Johnson Blvd., Murray, KY
42071. An EEO, M/F/D,
AA employer.

PHOTOGRAPHER
Packages starting at $99.
14yrs experience Lifetime
member International
Freelance Photographers
Organization. 753-1001

TAX
DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6`)/0
INTEREST.
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available!
100% reinsured!
100% investment
grade assets!
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal.

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY
753-4199

MISSING 2-3 weeks. Long
hair black male cat, white
on stomach. chest & stripe
up face White "socks"
Family pet, child heartbroken. Reward 759-1586
Hospital area.

,
3.•••••=r

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we wrote all 10. Also at age 65 to 6.5'12,
according to Federal Law, they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 'A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

14100455-4199

LEGAL Secretary, should
possess good communicatin skills, familiar with word
processing & transcription_
Send resume to P.O.Box
1023, Murray, KY 42071.
LICENSED PRACTICAL
4
NURSES
11-7 shift, PRN
Every other weekend
Excellent benefit package
CONTACT: Khsty
Stephenson, RN
@762-1591 or pick up application at
WestView Nursing Home,
1401 South 16th Street,
Murray, KY 42071

Professional Truck Drivers
Excellent Miles/Money • Friendly
Dispatch • Excellent Equipment
• Home Every 7-10 days
Benefits: Health & Life Insurance
• 401K • Direct Deposit Weekly • Paid
Vacations • Riders Policy

800-925-5133
wviw.chfs.com

CITY ROUTE CARRIER
For the
Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good
driving record and vehicle insurance. Six days per week delivery.
Apply in person at the Ledger &
Times. 1001 Whitnell Ave.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader
in providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee.
announces the following job openings.

LABORATORY MEDICAL
TECHNOLOGIST: PRN
LABORATORY ASSISTANT:
Part-time

FOOD SERVICE COOK: Fulltime Evening Shift. Most weekends off.

FOOD SERVICE AIDE @ WEST
VIEW; Part-time Mostly mornings
and every other weekend.

060
Help Wanted
APPLICATIONS being ac
cepted for dependable laborers for all shifts Apply
in person at Thornton Tile
& Marble, 612 South 9th
Street No phone calls

905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:

455 Acreage

330 Rooms For Rent

460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATV's

340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals

485 Sport Utility Vehicles

365 For Sale Or Lease

490 Used Cars

370 Commercial Property

495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors

400 Yard Sale

530 Services Offered

420 Home Loans

550 Utility Trailers

430 Real Estate

560 Free Column

435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale

570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory

445 Lots For Rent

• Happy Ads

450 Farms For Sale

Special Price

060
Help Wanted

Notice

Estate of: Michael
Howard Minger, Case
# 99 - P - 00060
Fiduciary: Gail L.
Minger, 344 Ruckel
Drive, Niceville, FL
32578; Appointed: 3Attorney
10-99;
Donald A. Jones, P.O
Box 1023, Murray, KY

70 wd. max
1 insertion

CALL FOR INFORMATION

010

.

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

National Rates

310 Want To Rent

Lepel Notice

320 Apartments For Rent

390 Livestock & Supplies

260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale

110 Instruction

Fri. 11 a.m.
3 p.m.
Mon.
on. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
......---......
............-.............-----Thurs. 3 p.m

380 Pets & Supplies

YARD SALES

240 Miscellaneous

••••

Deadline Day, & Time

• nday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

754

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

200 Sports Equipment

070 Domestic & Childcare

•

Just Say "Charge It"
ADJUSTMENTS

165 Antique

020 Notice

060 Help Wanted

•

ea,

010 Legal Notice

050 Lost And Found

Publish

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

52.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Line Ads $bOU nummum Ist day tie per .ord per day for each additional ounsecutoe day
52130 extra tor Shopper iTum Clmsifieds .• • into Shopping Gunk)$2.00 more for blind hi, ads

040 Roommate Wanted

Ad Deadlines

753-1916

$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
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For details contact:
Human Resources
(502) 782.1108
Equal Opportunity
Employer

MURRAY
CALLOVAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071

A Special(thank you
We call her "Red" among
other names
Keeping Your subscription straight
is her actual game
So if you have a problem
give her a call
But not today, for after all
It is her "Birthday." she
deserves a break.
So save your complaints for
Heaven's Sake.
But after Wednesday let them Pour.
Cause we're not gonna protect
anymore.

Temple Hill Masonic
Lodge #276
Members say "Thank You"
All Lodges & Public who made our
recent chili-hot dog supper
a huge success.
060

HOUSEKEEPING, experienced preferred, will train.
advancement.
Possible
Apply in person. Days Inn,
Murray between 3pm-8pm.
HOUSEKEEPING/ Laundry help wanted. Full &
part time, Saturday's a
must. Lynhurst Resort_
436-2345
M.I.S. Specialist; Mediacom Cable TV is seeking
an applicant to oversee all
aspects of in house computers, phones, reporting,
network and modems, including operation, maintenance, installation and repair. They would also be
responsible on an on going basis of report generation and Database maintenance. Qualifications: Preferred six months IS or related experience. Must be
available 24 hours for
emergencies, willing to
work weekends and nights
when required and be willing to travel occasionally.
Scheduled work week is
Monday to Friday 8am5p.m. Must be able to perform all duties with a minimum of training and supervision. Computer skills a
must. Experience with Lotus, Windows 95, Microsoft
Office (Excel! Word), CSG
billing Monarch, or General Electronics is a plus.
Pay is based on experience, but is an entry level
position. Send/ Deliver applications ASAP to Mediacorn, CIO: Greg LeMaster,
90 Main St. Benton, KY
42025. E.E.0
MOVER Full time benefits
High school graduate or
equivalent with one year of
expenence with commercial or university movers or
related experience. Must
be in good physical condition, able to work outside,
lift maximum of 100
pounds, safely and orderly
load and unload trucks
without damage. Good
driving skills and valid driver's license required (will
be required to obtain a
CDL license) Preemployment drug screening required Salary $6.15 per
hour. Apply at: Human Resources. Sparks Hall, Murray State University, PO
Box 9, Murray, KY 420710009. An EEO, MiF/D, AA
employer
NEED OTR, home on
weekends Assigned tractors & call (901)-247-5856
NOW hiring waitresses •
dancers & D J at the Foxy
Lady, Pans, TN Call 901644-0107 No experience
necessary

OFFICE MANAGER to
growing business. Ac
counting background with
knowledge of accounting
software. Hours are flexible and compensation is
based on experience. Position is available immediately. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-1, Murray,
KY 42071.
PAINTERS: Black's Decorating Center of Murray,
KY is recruiting for experienced painters, $9.00 per
hour to start with. Opportunities for advancement
and benefits. Affordable
group health insurance
available. Interested persons should leave voice
mail message by calling
502-759-8609. No walk in
applications being accepted Equal Opportunity employer.
PART time maintenance
person needed at 80 unit
apartment community Responsible for maintenance
& cleaning vacant apartments, to prepare for occupancy. $7.00/hr. Apply
in person 8am-12 noon
Mon-Fn at Red Oaks Apts
1409 Diuguid Dr
POSITION available for a
dental hygienist (24-281
hrs for a progressive, caring dental practice in the
Henry County Benton
County area. Must be gentle and professional. Send
resume to PO box 4310HR Paris, TN 38242.
POSTAL JOBS
Start $14.08/hr plus benefits. For exam and application info. call
800-280-9769 ext Ky109,
8am- lOpm, 7 days.
www.cniiobhelp.corn
DRIVERS

070

Kathy Wyatt
ntP9Y kirlht))

Help Wanted

Full lino: produce
person nceded.
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to P.O. Itos 10411-0,
421171
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The L&T Gang
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4 SUPERINTENDENT

VT

CONSTRIXT101%

H&G Construction Company is seeking to employ an experienced job site
superintendent. Please send resume
to P.O. Box 8409 Paducah,KY 42002.
EOE.

5-1-99 to 7-31-99
8-1-99 to 9-30-99
10-1-99 to 1-10-2000
75% time guarantee, all tools provided,
free housing to those beyond local recruiting area, transportation & subsistence
paid when 1/2 contract met. $7.00/HR cutting/housing, $6.28/HR - setting/stripping. Contact local State Employment
Service Office.

Ne:

For
FRI

WI
POSITIONS OFFERED:
TITLE: RESIDENT INITIATIVES/ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND SUPPORTIVE SERVICES COORDINATOR

2
(a

Wi

PAY SCALE: 524.000 Annually including benefits
-40 hour week
BENEFITS: Group Medical, Dental and Disability
Plan; Retirement Plan after one-year employment;
paid holidays; annual leave and sick leave.
Successful applicant will coordinate resident activities and administer EDSS grant to assist our elderly/disabled population.
C

Applicant must hold a Bachelor's Degree or above
with a social sciences discipline preferred.

PAY SCALE. Under contract $1,000 month
hour week

ROLLINS DCS is currently seeking experienced OTR Drivers for
our MURRAY, KY
operation.

ECK-.

Tobacco Workers Needed

TITLE: DRUG ELIMINATION PROGRAM
COORDINATOR

OTR DRIVERS

01
1

cral

Mon-

20

Successful applicant will administer a Public
Housing Drug Elimination Program grant. Must
possess administration skills and work well with
people.

WE OFFER:
438,000 per year
aver.
(i
•x
•F)a
llent Benefits
Holidays
•1 Week Paid
Vacation in 6 mo.
•2 Weeks in a Year
*Company Paid
Pension Plan
•401K, Safety Bonus
*Late Model
Equipment
•Home Weekends
and During Week

Applicant must hold a Bachelor's Degree or above
with a social sciences discipline preferred.
TITLE: COMPUTER CENTER COORDINATOR
PAY SCALE: Under contract $12,000. Six month
position with possibility of extensions - 35 to 40
hour week flexible hours, some evenings and weekends will be required.
Successful applicant must be computer literate,
have technical expertise, marketing abilities, ability
to teach classes and handle the scheduling of the
Center.
Application forms and detailed job duties and
requirements of the positions offered may he
obtained at the Housing Authority oMce located
at 716 Nash Drive, Murray, Kentucky. No phone
calls please.

WE REQUIRE:
.2 years experience
in last 5 years
•Minimum 23 years of
age
.Good Driving Record
.Pass DOT
Physical/Drug

Re
[
11

Fine ,

Applications and a required resume for all positions
will be accepted until noon, March 23. 1999

Please call
1-800-782-8759.
Ask for Ben or Mike

The Housing Authority of Murray
is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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RESIDENTIAL Manager
and Assistant Manager
needed to oversee a supported community living
home for developmentally
High
disabled
adults
school diploma/ GED required_ Previous supervisory experience and experience
working
with
MR/DO clients preferred.
Excellent benefit package
including 401k, stock purchase plan, medical/ dental./ short term disabiltiy insurance, paid training, holidays, vacation, and sick
leave, Apply at: Community Alternatives of Kentucky, 6145 Symsonia
Highway, Symsonia, KY
42082.. (502)527-2255.
E0E/M/F/DN..
SALESPERSON needed
to sale PowerClaim, our
property insurance adjusting software package. Salary plus commission. Must
be comfortable with phone
and really want to make
money. No cold sales, Adjusters use PowerClaim
FREE for 30 days before
you ask for the sale. Spanish speaking a plus but not
required. Contact Gale
Hawkins at 502-753-7001
or leave resume at Hawkins Research, Inc_ 1304
Chestnut Street Suite E,
Murray, KY.
SHADY Lawn Nursing
Home, Cadiz, KY. is seeking to hire LPN/ RN for
Charge Nurse position
Eve/ Night. E.O.E.
SHADY Lawn Nursing
Home, Cadiz, KY. is seeking to hire CNA's for Day/
Eve shift E,O.E.

tia

28IR sewer & water No
pets 13275, 1/$300 5278808 outside Hardin
FOR sale 3 Bedroom moFACTORY built tow dolly
bile home on country setfor auto, $475, will rent ting within minutes from
$25 daily, 767-9900
Gas
city convenience
FOR Sale 300 gallon LP heat 2 full baths, large
gas tank $400 759-9336. rooms Must see to appreafter 6p m
ciate Call 759-9215
MATTRESS' Smith Ma- MOBILE homes for sale
tress Factory, Symsonia starting at $600 and up
MOM Computers
Al Rivera Courts 753Repairs, upgrades and in- Ky 502-851-3160
or 3280
stallations. Custom built SEE us for your barn
systems to your specs On roof metal. Cut to length
MUST SEEl All new 32 x
site service by certified Covers 36 inches, many 68 approx 1963 SO FT
tech. 753-2316 -pager colors. Economy Metal & 2x6 EXT Walls plush carSupply Co 489-2722.
742-1552.
pet oak cabinet door and
STEEL Buildings! Incredistiles & much more for
ble savings! 30'x40' thru $4990000
w/cha See the
Want to Buy
120'x260'. Drop off or turn- housing dealer Dinkins
key. Jeff White 753-9581
Mobile Homes Inc HWY
80'S or 90's 4wd Toyota WEDDING dress, Brides- 79E, Pans, TN 1-800-642pick up. Call 753-3403. Af- maid dress (peach), Black 4891
ter 5p.m
& White prom dress, all Over 60 new homes to
CASH for G.I. Joes Toys. size 9-10 Call 759-5339, choose from The housing
Old or New. 753-7185.
after 6pm.
Dinkins Mobile
leader
CASH paid for good, used
Homes, Inc. HWY 79E
rifles, shotguns, and pisPans, TN 1-800-642-4891
tols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th, MurLarge Selection
flames For Rant
ray.
FURNITURE (Antique or
21 26r, sewer & water No
Primitive), Collectables,
pets 11275 1/300 527and other antiques, 1
8808
outside Hardin
piece or all. Call 753-3633.
2BR 1 bath, doublewide
JEEP CJ5 with V8 & 89
ni the Stioarc
94E, 4 miles 759-4118
Mazda b2200 Call 753753-1713
2BR 14 x70' call 4923403 After 5p m.
WANT to buy, white 1991- 23 cubic foot Kenmore 8488
92 Pontiac Grand Prix SE! deep freeze Call 753- 2BR, 2 bath 12x65, gas
heat Rent to own 759Call 492-8558. leave mes- 4828
GE washer & dishwasher 4118
sage.
WANT to lease Fire cured ($150. both). Call after MOBILE home lots for rent
527-8808
tobacco barn, 1-3 acre ca- 5:00. 7535057
REFRIGERATOR with ice
NICE 2br trailer, no pets
pacity. 759-9695
753-9866
WANTED used canoe. maker, stove and range
Dishwasher, almust float. Call Cory 762- hood
mond. Excellent condition
4787.
WANTED: Riding mowers, $325 Call 436-2675
160
1/2 ACRE lot $100 month
NEEDED: Someone who go-carts, & 4-wheelers that
Home Furnishings
knows The Peachtree Ac- need work. 436-2867.
753-6012
counting System to teach
LOT
for
rent
150
492-8488
2PC living room group,
it to my office staff. This
Articles
LOTS for single & double
can be done in your spare
$14 95/wk Call 753-4663
For Sale
time. You will be paid well
wides
starting
at
BEDROOM
group,
for it. Call 502-753-4299.
$85/month 753-9270
753-4663
$15/wk
Call
ask for Bob
COOKWARE
Factory
MOBILE home lots for
clearance' We quit doing
rent 527-8808
070
dinner parties! Have-a Jew
Domestic&
beautiful new 17pc. sets
Childcaro
left' 7-ply' 100% waterless! ALMO Country Store and
BABYSITTER needed in Was $1,599 now $394, Crawford's Garden Center.
Intersection 1824 & 464, COMMERCIAL building
$70 bonus' 800-434-4628
my home. 436-2481
Almo, KY. 753-1934 New over 1800sq ft , 3 overselection of concrete lawn head doors. Location. 5
ornaments, glazing balls, points. More information.
Egyptian Collectors Association, Inc.
Rogers Enterprises
bird baths, water founF'ADUCAH, KY.
753-5140
tains, etc. visit the gift

SMOWt.rMARCH 20-21
Saturday,9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday,9 a.m.-4 p.m.

at-

ite
ne

BUY - SELL - TRADE
ECA
Post Office Box 138
Centralia, Illinois 62801

led,
uitince
R riptent

ADMISSION 94.00
ALL LOCAL & FEDERAL LAWS
MUST BE OBSERVED
C“arelo., Mar 24 Hour+

iefits

)11w,
lent

.1],1
kier

Nn.e

MODEL 72 AC combine
operational, very restora
ble, Papec 880 feed mill
mixer, good condition
753-6567

1986 Electric E-Z-Go gol
condition
cart.
Good
strong batteries $800
753-8338.

For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to...

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

1 used Baldwin Acrosonic
piano $1500 Cherry finish, Free delivery. See in
person at Thurman Furniture 753-4834
PIANO/ organ lessons
Older beginners & adults
preferred First lesson free
753-1810

[Calloway Monument Co.
"Still" Family
Owned & Operated
Custom designing & individual
craftsmanship continue to be our
"Specialty"

,A M
Mon-Fri 7:30-4:30 • Sat & Sun by Appt.

753-1962

110

"STOP"

rhIlL
ccith

NO down payment Lot
ready for mobile home
767-9435

4ic
ip

Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

hko.c

HALEY'S

OR

Rental and Sales

ionth
o40
'eek-

112 So 12th Murray. KY 42071
Phone:753-6910

!rate,
)ility
the

and
he
ated
hone

Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Crass)

•

RNITIMP 1%1

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
Fine Furnishings at "Everyday- Discount Pricin.
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
-Kimbell -Universal -Broyhill
-Pulaski •Restonic -Basset -Kesler

M.N.,
Downtown
Murray

Free
Financing

14X70 FLEETWOOD, 2br
1 bath, microwave, dish
washer, washer & dryer
753-9866
1984 14x76 Commodore
delivered and set up
$4950 753-7975 or 7536885
1987 14X70 Buccaneer,
2br, 2 bath $10.000 502527-5011
1992 Clayton 14x 60 mobile home, 2br & 1 bath.
vaulted ceilings, new dishwasher and light fixtures
Must sell $7900 obo 7594649
1996 16x80 FLEETWOOD
Excellent condition
3Br. 2 bath Vinyl, shingle
Must see in Fox
Meadows
$135 to move in
753-8010 or 841-1985
1998 16x80 Legend, 3br,
2bath Will sale for taking
over payments 435-4401

".-•••

ft

w

Eat

641 Storage

4.

FOR YOUR

likhhity Ogg

All Sizes Availabft

753-5585

EASTSIDE

r12I
STORAGE

Mark Wtaun Kueiin‘
ler
Stacey _Justine Vth
Wisidn,You Much
Nannness Todar/
And.forever. *fan

•
4

1// 7/Vs.

INVITATION TO 811)#033199
FOR LICENSE
SALE OF TIMER
KEN! AKE STATE RESORT PARK
HARDIN, KENTUCKY'
iS I.
Sealed bids will he opened at 2:00 p ni
Wednesday, March tl. 19W. in the Finance and
Administration Cabinet. Division oi Real Properties.
Bush Building. Third How. 401 Wapping Sheet.
Frankfort 4060I. for the license to remose all timber
iclear cut). approximately 40: acres located Anhui a
specified area at Kenlake State Resort Park,
Kentucky All interested bidders should attend the
mandatory site visit to be conducted on March 21.
1999. at 1:00 p m EDST
Bid packages and further information may be
obtained from Mike Swattyna. Department of Parks,
phone 15021 564-4K.41 est. 410 or Scott Aubrey.
Division
6 of Real Properties. phone 002).9.1-22/1 1
ext.
NOTICE TO BIDDERS: It kiti plan to attend the
hid opening and have a disability which requires
accommodation by the Division of Real Prepeeies,
please contact our office by March 10. 1994. to per
mit us to make reasonable arrangements.
The Commonwealth reserses the right to reiert ans
or all bids

94 E. to 280 - 4 1/2 mi.
Wright Rd. turn right 2nd house
on left. Call 436-2326
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.

111111....4

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING
-Lighted 10'x30' Outdoor Signs
-Highway 641 N., Murray, KY
-High Visibility -High Traffic Count

502-753-4811

Call
4- Sale or lease 641
slaughter house, government approved drainage &
equipment will go with it
489-2808
PROM dress, size 14-red
with sequins and clear
shoes. $400 dress worn
once, sell $150 489-2141
TOBACCO base for rent
7 5 acres 13 acres of barn
room available 492-6242

1 1111111.116'
NNW .

411.1111111.

-7 FAMILY GARAGE SALE

Open Mon -Sat.. 9 am.-5 p.m.
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

2BR
11/2 bath townhouse. appliances furnished, with washer & dryer
No pets 753-2905.
2BR. 2 bath duplex, garage. Large deck, gas
heat, tow utilities Quit
neighborhood 436-2834
2BR. central gas Va. appliances
furnished
$300/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898
4BR 21/2 bath Town,
house 1217 North 16th
Avalable now Coleman
RE 759-4118
DUPLEX, 2br. 2 baths, like
new condition. Kitchen has
stove refrigerator, dishwasher & microwave. w/d,
& lawn maintenance
cluded Beautiful carpet &
tile Security deposit andiease No pets 753-9240
EXTRA nice 2br duplex, aN
appliances, 1819 Ridgewood, $450/mo
2BR 2 bath duplex w/earage,
Oakhill.
1706
S600/mo 753-7457
EXTRA nice, 1br, 1 bath,
central gas hia appliances
furnished, including wd.
1yr lease. 1 mo deposit.
No pets 753-2905
HAZEL Apartments, 1st &
Center Sts. Hazel, KY is
now taking applications for
immediate
occupancy
Call 492-8721 TDDor
1-800-247-2510 Equal
Housing Opportunity

ilitlesOwls

1 & 2BR apartments are
CREEKVIEW
professionally cleaned beSelf-storage
warehouses
tore you move in Call
on Center Drive behind
Mum-Cal Realty 753-4444
Shoney s $20-$40eno
1 BEDROOM 1 bath 11/2
759-4081
blocks from MSU Newly
remodeled No pets references required
$235
monthly plus deposit 7533949 or 759-3050 after
6pm
1 BEDROOM 1 bath, w/d
119 Main • 753-6266
hookup. 11/2 blocks from
MSU Newly remodeled
No pets, references required $285 monthly plus
deposit 753-3949 or 7594-SALE golden retriever
3050 after 6 pm
puppies Female $125
1 OR 2br apts near downMale $150 Call after 1
town Murray starting at
pm
S200/mo 753-4109
AKC Doberman Pinscher
1405B
VALLEYWOOD.
ready to go Call 502-6532br, 1 bath, newly painted
2190
& carpeted, room length
DOG Kennels, I 0'x I 0'x6'
closets Kitchen applian$184 95 Also available,
ces, washer/ dryer hookUnderground Electronic
up Garage size storage
pet fences Farmers Farmbuilding in rear, $450/mo
acy, 759-2248
$450 deposit Responsible
DOG obedience classes or
for mowing 1,2 yard No
private Serving Murray 17
pets
Leave message
years 436-2858
753-3018, 753-6147
English
REGISTERED
1BR apartment across
Setter puppies -Tricky
street from MSU UnfurDick* champion blood
nished, has w/d no pets,
$200 1502)247lyr lease More informa- NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3- iines
tion, Rogers Enterprises. 4br house se washer & dry- 5222
er furnished near MSU SHELTIES. (toy Collies)
753-5140. night 767-9230
Inquire at 1210 Main St
AKC Sable & White & Tn
1BR apartment, no pets 753-1252 before 5pm
502-354-8211
near campus 753-5980
753-0606 after 5pm
1BR apt available, all ap- NICE 2br. 1 bath duplex,
boils
pliances furnished Mur- central hla, $375/mo. $375
Cal Realty 753-4444
deposit Quiet neighbor- HI-NAG Mineral $7 95 to
1BR like new, dishwasher, hood 759-3555
501b bag Farmers Farma
wed, available now Cole- NOW taking applications cy. 759-2248
man RE 759-4118
for 1, 2 & 3br apartments
1BR. near MSU $200/mo Apply at Mum-Cal ApartColeman RE 759-4118
ments. 902 Northwood Dr
2BR apt in Northwood. Equal Housing Opportuni$325/mo 753-2472 ask for ty 759-4984 TOD' 1-800- KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
„am_
247-2510
RED
APART- homes- all price ranges If
OAKS
2BR Duplex with carport
MENTS Make it your you are thinking of selling
central ha
18021 2-A
home Great 1 or 2br contact one of our courteMonroe Ave $375 Deposprofessional
apartments with great ous and
it 1 year lease no pets
agents
at
753-1222
or stop
pnce, central h/a. laundry
753-8002
facilities
Office hours by our office at 711 Main
2BR Duplex, 2br apart- 8am-5pm.
Mon -Fri
ment, bath nice Call Mum- 1502)753-8668.
Equal
Cal Realty 753-4444
Housing Opportunity
duplex, central hia, VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath 24X24 UNFINISHED cabin
Office Space 2BR
appliances
furnished
duplex wgarage, applian- near lake in Anderson
Various size units
Available now. Coleman ces furnished, central gas Shores $10,500
Walnut Plaza
RE 759-4118.
759-9466
tea, /yr lease, 1 mo de104 N. 5th
2BR new apartment, cen- posit No pets 753-2905
tral h/a, dishwasher, ved
753-8302 or
Lots For kie
Diuguid Drive $400/mo
753-9621
For Rent
Coleman RE 759-4118
NORTH WOOD
NOW RENTING
SLEEPING
room
BUSINESS PARK
2BR, 1 bath apartment
Offices of various sizes Wiswell Road all applian- $150,mo Coleman RE.
1 25- 2 5 Acre lots for
and prices Furnished or ces Call Mur-Cal
753-9898
business & light industry
753unfurnished, paid utilities
City limits All utilities 753
4444
PROFESSIONAL
1362 ext 129
2BR. 1 bath v./carport
fungal
BUILDING
central h/a appliances fur415 S. 4th St.
nished
S475rmo, 1yr 1BR duplex $225, 505
Fat Seis
759-0633, 436-2856 eve- lease, 1 mo
deposit. 753- Broad. 2br $235, 720 1 2
nings
2905 or 753-7536
Sycamore 492-8225
15 5 ACRES, 4br home a

GEllISOLD

Need Furniture? Bedding?

Wiggins Furniture

3MIER-

shop for hospital, funeral
homes, and special occasions We deliver' Bedding
plants arriving soon
190
Farm Equipment

five -9nn
EitA Ant. the Midwest's Top Traders. Be there as
they return with their great displays of
Knives • Guns• Coins • Ammo• Reloading
Supplies • Outdoor Sports Equipment
• And Much More To

OFFICE or retail space in
the Southside Shopping
Center 753-6612 or 7534509

14 FOOT Tandem Trailer
Good tires, almost new
$599 Call 753-7085

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

itiNfirr-Int

rarIgiNr
.

)2.

CLEANING houses is my
business , Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553
WILL babysit in my home
759-4036
WILL do housecleaning,
offices, retail business
Please cal 753-1016
120
Compists
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Tig°c)co
New Homes, Garages,
Vinyl Siding, Remodeling,
Pole Barns, Decks &
Additions, Etc.

(502) 436-5253
or 436.5370

P

Free Estimates

s- p,fu rarhst
Its:tiii Crosser

502-759-86h2 or
502-759-2422
415 S. 4th St.

It= ititehtibilta

For Landscaping. Lawn Maintenance.
Aerating, Fertiziling and Over Seeding,
SPring Clean UP. Mulch and To Soil
Delivery. Garden
Tilling. Bushhogging.
Call for
Free Estimates

753-7039

2 OR 3BR house. $350.
mo, plus deposit No pets
So 16th St 489-2922
2. 3 & 48R houses lease
& deposit required
753-4109.
2BR house appliances fur
rushed, ved hook-up No
pets 753-0728 after 4pm
2BR
near
campus.
$350/mo, stove and refrigerator, furnished Plus deposit 753-0076
3 bedroom, nice location,
close to schools low income. equal housing opportunity. 436-5685
3BR, 1 bath brick, 1 car
attached garage. central
heat & air Sycamore &
Woodlawn 5495/mo plus
security deposit, no dogs
474-2520
3BR, 2 bath brick, 8 miles
north S600.,mo plus deposit 753-8582
3Br. 2 bath house at 1660
Ryan Avenue Outside pet
onty, $450 month Available 3-1-99 435-4645
3BR, 2 bath, two car garage, central ha Will be
available as of 16/99
901-642-1846.
4BEDROOM house, Central air & gas heat W.D
hook up. Fenced in back
yard with storage building
Great neighborhood Call
753-7083 after 6 00p m
NICE 2 or 3br. farm house
1bath, stove/ refngerator,
furnished. Central gas
heat. Washer/ Dryer hook
up. 753-2905.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

very nice horse farm with
pasture barns springs
and creeks Reduced to
$57.500. easy terms 7539302. must sell
43 1 ACRE farm, 8 miles
east of city, black-top road,
beautiful building sites
spring fed creeks $1750
per acre 753-4984

A Place For Everything a
Everything In Its Place
Award Mousing _Awaiik• Serkiag f rook. it warm,
• 40Cala °Wain SyStlint • Customize rout C.ioarts
• Colons:too Ot Soong slowing Cubit Ste* in Mae Epow
•Willintenenee Free •EflIneeer•intalf cn
4.4

Professionalh

sit A

fmr. Interior Solutions
Edward Peery

753-4499
Fax 753-7221
ir'
411
"

Looking for the PERFECT HOMESITE '
Look no further

The Perfect comtmint ion
of lifestyles and location

Murray Estates-

1 TO 275 acres owner financing possible Coldwater 489-2116 or 753-1300

94W. City limits- Watch for our entran,.
Ph. 1-888-673-0040 ,71•11 Fr...-

502-435-4487
18 ACRES located in Mar- --morsommose.
shall County 354-9398

10 7 Acres Browns Grove
area 4 Acre tobacco barn
32x52 tool shed, well with
new 3 horse motor, septic
tank, 96 Acres dark fired
tobacco. 18 Acres of air
cured tobacco 1586 International tractor Cab air &
duals 2011 490 disk 4354350
11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract Property located off of Hwy 94E
onto Hwy 1551 Old Shiloh
Rd. Redbud Lane & proposed new Hwy 80 For
more information please
view property. review posted data then please call
502-441-2253.
5,2 ACRES, 121 S $7995
10°. Down, low monthly
payments 753-9302

•
Mark Prescott
General Contracting
& Remodeling
Specializing in small home,

489-2842
0
••••••••••••••••

PICTURE PERfECT
(AIWA/SERVICE
Mowing
Fertilizing
Leaf Removal

Seeding
Bed Mulching
Weed & Insect

Shrub Trimming
Lawn Renovation
Water Gardens

Control

460
Horne. For Salo
2 OR 3br house on 2
acres in a country setting
only 5 minutes from town
2 out buildings. central h/a
$72.000 Call 753-3962
leave message

2150SO ff. Cape Cod on
All Size Units
1/2 acre wooded lot, deadAvailable
end street 4BR. 212 bath,
great room w/bay window,
view of creek/ pasture.
Pella windows Sherwood
C-STORAGE
1015 storage units 4th St Forest $132,900
759-9268
& Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
2BR, 1 bath brick home
753-3571
Central h/a, gas logs on 5
NORTHWOOD
storage acre wooded lot 32X32
presently has units availa- masonry block building.
ble 753-2905 or 753- Small 1 car garage Call
435-4014 anytime
7536

753-3853

Washer. dryer, stove, recliner. hide-a-bed. end
tables - table & chairs, wringer washer, flower
arg , boat, motor & trailer, new hunting/pocket
knives/tools, baby clothes. swing. car seat.
clothes - men, women, boys & girls

Genie Staples

753-7083
Let Us Take The Uptnost Care Of Your Lawn

Wholesale
Utility Sheds
cy(4_1=49(thd
Special-8X8 • 185
All *Ards Mr )f{ tote Choov od brown or chart °al
hlask shingles Alt C•Jeflof SbisSiid is treated tot
weather rrtosiance ()moons and penes me As Allah*
upon request ins tutting stonskons double doors on
entht foot node huoldonft vents Tamps thrive.,
lofts
Amor loll•••• a..•

BUILDINGS ARF. ASSEN1111.FD (1I's SITI
TERMS: Paid in full upon completion.
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HARD ACT TO FOLLOW Meticulous caremove.
takers must
Leaving this 3 BR, 2
BA. one owner brick
ranch in tip top condition Spotless throughout. spacious master
suite includes huge
master bedroom and
walk in closet, bath
with jacuzzi. MLS
#7000333
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EQUESTRIAN
Attention
ACRES
horse lovers. 5.7 to I I .g
acre tracts,6 miles from
Murray. Access to 8,000
square foot riding arena
MLS
stables.
and
070007219

•
••-•
•

3,

ROOM TO RAMBLE
Spacious 4 BR, 3.5 BA
with 3 car garage, fireplace tic formal dining.
TOO
REDUCED!
GOOD TO PASS UP!
Call today to see this
home at 753-1651.
MLS #7000326

•

counueu.
BANKeno

EAST Y Subdivision 3br,
brick ranch, $80's
753-0444
FOR sale by owner 4br. 3
bath multi level home.
Kitchen appliances w/d
hook up City water. sewer
& gas $107.000 Call between 5-9 p.m 759-9545
LOOKING for a new
home/ Here's one of the
bestl New house nearing
completion Stop by 1317
Oakhill Dave in Cambell
Est or call 753-3903 for
an appointment.
NEW house nearing completion at 1302 Larkspur in
Cambell sub 3br, 2 bath
back with ID ceiling in living room/ dining room
Tray ceiling in master bedroom. whirlpool, 64aite cabinets, hardwood floors in
hallways and kitchen Fireplace. porches, steps leading to attic storage 7594586

1987 VW Jetta Good
dean car $1950 See at
Keith's Lawn & Tractor
759-9831
1988 Ford Festiva Good,
reliable little car 30-35
mpg High miles Good
tires Serviced regularly
AC $850 436-2675
1990 Cadillac Sedan
DeVille, tan inside & out.
Runs good, 165xxx miles.
$4500, obo Call 7591693.
1991 Mercury Grand Marcondition
quis.
good
$4900. 436-2464

1999 OLDSMOBILE 88
ROYALE, 4dr, p/w, p/I,
cruise, tilt, white &blue interior, new tires, garage
kept, serviced every 2500
miles 113xxx miles, but in
very good condition Second owner. $4900 Can be
seen at the Ledger &
Times or call 474-8704.
1993 Plymouth Laser.
SAVE $ direct from owner $4500. 753-4801.
3br, 2 bath. built '97, 1995 DODGE Spirit, emerald green. 4 door. 4cyl, au586500 753-6052
STARTER home, recently to, air, 57xxx miles, only
remodeled, 2br on 3/4 $4400. Call 759-4044.
1996 Grand Am, red, 4 cyl,
acres 641 N to 464 W
4 door. Excellent condition
542.500 759-9466
$8400. obo. 759-4649.

AUTO LOANS

WOODS & ASSOCIATE
414 S. 12th St.
Slur-ray. Ky 42071
753-1651
3BR. 1 bath, brick home.
24x30 garage 12x20 office building on 1 79 acres.
577,500 obo Benton area.
38R. 2 bath, brick maintenance tree home, in the
570's 753-8245.
4BR. 2 story home, near
university, dining room &
basement Priced in 570's.
753-1040.
DUPLEX for sale. 2br, and
a bath on each side.
585,000 in Northwood
759-4406.
LOVINGLY
maintained
three bedroom, two bath
home in Sherwood Forest
Living room family room
with fireplace formal dining room, kitchen, laundry
room with shower. garage
Gardener's delight in
Spring Summer and Fall
Adjoining lot
$96000
759-1387
available
Agents welcome

FOR sale Fully loaded,
1993 Yamaha Kodiak 400,
4 wheel drive with less
than 200 actual miles Call
759-9839
4-wheeler,
KAWASAKI
Prairie 400 Nearly new
759-9695

May Which.
1996 CHEROKEE Coun
try 4x4, 41.xxx, local one
owner, sharpe' $15.900
435-4423
1996 Ford Explorer, 4x4
loaded, excellent condition. 50xxx miles. Day
753-5341, Night 767-9503.
1997 Jeep Grand Cheroloaded
kee,
white,
$17.500. 489-2741
UpedConi
1972 Mustang 302 engine
$1500 After 600 901782-3405

1 )1V1 V. 'FAX
I IN1( (

1995 VOYAGER van, one
owner, low milage. fully
loaded. 502-436-6050.

753-1 7 1 3
quality
AFFORDABLE,
construction you can depend on Framing, finishing, roofing, siding, concrete and home repair
Building additions, garages, decks, porches, fences, etc Complete work,
no lob to small or big. Free
estimates 759-0373.
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience.
New Construction • Remodeling• Repairs' Custom Cabinets' Concrete
Work. AGC Certified.
435-4272.
ALL TYPES OF WORK
Landscaping, mulching,
hedge trimming, lawn
seeding, fertilizing, dethatching, sweeping gutter
cleaning and guards. Tree
trimming and removal, lot
cleanng, brush, bnar clearing. bushhogging, sickle
mowing, hauling, etc_ Fast,
courteous service. Message 753-2092
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.
APPUANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL
DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore. 30+
years experience_ BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system.
dnve-ways. hauling, foundations, etc 436-2113.

CALHOON
PAVING

Classified

HOROSCOPES

753-8107
1

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

Paul's Pools

Wheeler-McClain Inc.

Tony Henderson
Plumbing

Specializing in Asphalting
& Dnveway sealing, also
white rock hauling. Free
Estimates. 437-4774.
1970 Ford 5 speed, 523
CARPET
cleaned by Cert.
motor, air brakes with low
&
boy trailer $6200 Call Techs. Murray Carpet
Upholstery Cleaning.
436-5744
753-6300 anytime.
1976 Dodge, 318 motor 2 CARPORTS for cars and
ton grain truck with hoist.
trucks. Special sizes for
$5000. 436-5744.
motor home, boats. RVs
1987 Chevy Silverado 4x4, and etc. Excellent protecgray, nice truck, loaded. tion, high quality, excellent
$5650. Call 753-8419, value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
anytime
CLARK'S LAWN CARE
1993 F350 Crew cab, dieFree estimates, 9 years
sel, dually wheels, 130,xxx
experience. 767-9598.
miles, good condition. 435CLEANING Houses &
4064.
Businesses. We're ready
to Spring Clean for you!
Campers
Do it the nght way with
EASY WAY 436-2299.
30 FOOT Shasta 1997
CLEANING SERVICE
travel trailer Possible fi- For real estate, RENTALS
Satnancing 436-6101
& new construction Also
Sun 502-686-6148 Mon- painting & repair
Fri
759-0484.
COLSON HOME REPAIR
&WWII
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
Full Line of
Hodge Trimming
16FT Jon boat. 30 hp 20Yrs experience.
Equipment
Spraying
Tree
Johnson motor, trolling
753-5592
"Quality Service"
Tree & Stump
motor, depth finder, nearly
CONCRETE finishing
Call 753new, 83500
Removal
Sidewalks, patios, drive
1630.
ways Free Estimates
ba 4
435-4619
1972 14 Tn-Hull fishing
•
U
CUSTOM BUILT
boat 50hp Johnson motor
rm
ji
lir
"I
Depth finder and trolling Decks, fencing, carports,
- .
-•
ahardwood
motor, trailer included garages.
$1200 Call after 600 p.m floors installed & finished.
Affordable rates. 753-7860
901-782-3405
Owned 6 Operated By
2 GP 1200 Yamaha wave CUSTOM bulldozing &
Tim
Lamb
runners with 2 trailers backhoe work, septic sysBought new in 98 for tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
$7200 Will sell for $5000 Horace Sholar.
each take one or both CUSTOM tractor work
Garden tilling, bush hog436-5744
20 FOOT Pontoon fishing ging, small lobs. Grader
tS
boat, 45hp Honda 4 blade work. Free estistroke trailing & trolling mates Gerald Carroll 492CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
motor 436-610 Sat- Sun 6159
DAVID'S Cleaning Serv502-686-6148 Mon- Fn
All Types of
7HP Ted Williams Sears ices. 'Cleaning" vinyl sidCustom Woodworking
motor $250 Runs well ing, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
436-5581
parking lots, all exterior 0 Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
cleaning, acid cleaning
Drop by and see our showroom
available David Borders,
N 409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Breed)
Offered
753-5940
Insured, Completely Mo11011.11hs--.410.
bile Phone 502-759-4734
A-1 Al A Tree Service,
removal, tree Cellular 502-853-1108
Stump
ELECTRICAL
spraying, leaf raking,
hedge trimming, landscap- New construction, remodeling, or lust replacing a
ing, mulch hauling & mulch
switch Licensed & Insurspreading, gutter cleaning
Edcracii
450 WOODSONG LANE
ed Off 753-0834
Licensed & insured Full
XuBak IESeerik
MAY,KY 42071
Hm 759-9835
line of equipment Free esSOIREPON
Orlin. Br & Moe* Esirgis
EVANS odd lob service
timates Tim Lamb,
OUTSCE
502-489-2617
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
FENCING
A-1 Tree Professionals Midway Fence Company
24 Hour
removal, tree Chain link, & custom wood
Stump
Ernergency
spraying Serving Murray. pnvacy fences, installation
(502) 474-8222
Service
and repairs at reasonable
Calloway Co since 1980
Cell 519-7781
15 Years
Farley
Dick*
prices
Free estimates 437-3044
Experience
759-1519.
or 492-8737
FOR dependable and reliADAM'S HOME
able lawn mowing, mulchIMPROVMENTS
Competive Prices Paint- ing, landscaping, and odd
ing, Remodeling. Repairs jobs call Kenneth Howard
etc No Job Too Small at 767 9939 and leave
References
message
(502)492-6267
Web Site With 84 Used
AFFORDABLE all around available upon request
hauling, tree work, gutter
FUTRELL S Tree Service
Vehicles Liste
OMNI
cleaning, cleaning out Trimming, removal stump
sheds. & funk clean-up
grinding, firewood Insurwww.automobilesonline.com
436-2867
ed 489-2839
Oaline Cash Mutt
CALL 0.1. Lawns, Etc. GRASSHOPPER Mowing
Click
here
DWAIN
pricService
Competitive
for your yard clean-up.
TAYLOR
of
listing
a
to
view
service
ing
quality
and
landscaping. & life hauling
(://el,1•0,4`,
1111,114MAY. KY
estimates
for
Call
REASONABLE RATES
our inventory
502-753-9210
767-0768

7ree cry

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Full Line of
Tree Trimming
Equipment
Stump Remos al
Free Estimates
Hedge Trimming
Licensed & Insured - 24 Hr. Service

implovair

VrP/4

Replaarard
Wakes

Pain.% - SKS% - Robing - Numbing
Woo Damage Pest Darnape Strut:lir* Repair
Licensed & Insurod
Free Estimates

(502) 759-4599

Now is A Great Time to Build
It you are looking for quality we *ant to be your
building contractnr with blueprints & specifications
sse can give you a contract price before we start If
sou are undecided we work on a cost plus basis
We comply with all the new city building codes
We also specialize in construction of lake homes.
loge or small

liruce green
(502)75,3-8343

L1/44DIFI
AUUF
ON
NET,1
CATH

Loansfrom $10,000 to $75,000
• No equity required - easy qualifying
• Consolidate bills and reduce monthly payment
• Cut your monthly mortgage payments in half
950,000
S633.21

910,009
9101.84

MONTHLY PAYMENT
EXAMPLES

975.000
$799.82

Homecnomeore Only
1-800-819-7010

\IIII\‘‘ Iii

PAYMENT BASED ON 11 SO% NOTE RATE, 12 849 APR
20 YEAR FIXED TERM 5-25 YEAR LOANS AVAILABLE

riatior1vvicielcmicling.00111

lt,11:1"."

”tif 1.1•••13,11,.

FOR LEASE
41.000 sq. ft of storage space. Has alarm and sprinkler
systems 19.000 sq ft. heated.
CONTACT:

Murray Warehousing Corporation, Inc.
206 Maple St. - P.O. Box 1056
Murray, KY 42071
Phone:(502) 753-3341
-Serving Your Storage Needs'.
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Auto Loans

•0,

1-800-909-9064

ORRIS

DEA
doctor
85-yea

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262

206 S. 6th

M

Vass

Ward Elkins

Ark,
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BOOKKEEPING
El TAX SERVICE

Does

1-800-566-2277.

New & Used
Large Inventory
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WOOD SATELLITE
TUCKER LAWN CARE
REPAIR PAINTING NT- usj Free
PLUMBING
SALES
Call 437SERVICES
SERVICE All WOO( guar- Estimating
Authorized dealer for 184364
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
anteed Free estimates
inch Digital Satellite &
clipping removal, dethatch753-1134
WALTERS Contracting
Dish
overseeding
aeration,
ing,
PLUMBING
Free estimates GuaranNetwork Mon-Fn. 1530.
mulchRepairs, fast service
teed Quality Work Li- & fertilization, bed
753-0530
436-5255
censed & Insured Over 20 ing Free Estimates
759-9609
ROOF LEAKING?
years experience. Roofing,
Call a professional Resi- additions, vinyl siding,
STYROCRETE
IMILSOCOMINS
dential, Commercial or in- decks, remodeling Call
BUILDERS
502-435-4645
dustnal
REWARD WALL SYS753-2592.
TEMS Homes & Base- FREE to good home Halt
TRU-LEVEL
halt
YARD
TECH
ments, (R32), Insulated Chinese Pug &
LAWNCARE 8 VINYL
436
puppies
Dachshund
Full Lawn Care
concrete forms. CLASSIC
SIDING MAINTENANCE
With the best equipment
STEEL FRAME HOMES: 5322
_where lawncare is taken
to
your
serve
available
residential', agricultural,
to a new level. Serving
light commercial, mini
Murray with the best pn- needs Call for early bids
437-4723
warehouses 436-2007.
ces, free estimates, mowing & tnmming, larxiscaping, any yard work. &
cleaning of your vinyl siding. For your FREE estimation. A boss or someone you would like
mate call 767-0151 or 767- BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
impress shows his approval. Discusto
9822
sions confirm what is already obvious.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday. March
Tonight: Seek sanctuary.
18, 1999:
VIRGO(Aug 23-Sept. 22)
You rrught have ambivalent feelings or frus**** One-to-one relating opens many
tration about advanced technology, longdoors, yet you could feel cut off by another.
distance communication and office gossip
▪ Abovia Ground Pools
A misunderstanding pops up out of the
Become more independent and less reliant
- Installation - Service
blue. You'll work through an old problem
cobweb
a
like
on others. What seemed
over the next few months. News from a
. Weekly Maintenance
opens up for you. Be persistent and work
relative is important. Use care with any
through confusion. Your kind manner draws
purchases nght now Tonight. Let down
fnends and opportunities. Expect financial
your hair and relax.
gain, though you might also go overboard
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
with spending_ If you are single, you'll have
**** You could and should be conCall
throngs of admirers. Summer is unusually
cerned about a money dealing. You aren't
Paul Smith
ars fritl-r
spicy, no matter what your status. If at14 V*
getting the whole picture. A partner pro(502) 489-6087
tached, work on a long-term desire. Share
vides insights, but you might not want to
more of your feelings. Worry less about
hear them! Catalog your day-to-day life
your in-laws. ARIES helps you make
and see where you can tighten your budget
money.
and time usage Tonight: Let others give
you feedback.
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
if you have been turned
Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive; 3-Average:
*** You might be more out of sorts than
down before. Loans avail2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
you realize. Do your best when dealing
able for 1st time buyers,
with others and current pressure Others
191
ARIES(March 21-April
bad credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
are only too happy to express their opin**** Though you energetically deal
ions and ideas. Under the circumstances,
CaH Kenny at
in
you
upset
could
it
today.
with a backfire
why not let them? Plug into work; build
(502) 247-9300 or (800)874-0256
the near future. Mull over a decision caresecunty. Tonight: The unexpected reigns
fully.especially if it involves further finanonce more!
cial commitment. Make calls, do research
247-9300
1.".S. Highway
Mayfield
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Tonight:
information.
more
out
seek
and
1400-574-0256
45 South
Kentucky
**** Allow greater creativity and opJoin friends.
portunity into your life. One way will be to
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
not sit on anger and frustrations. Over the
**You thought you understood where a
next few months, give your feelings more
partner was Coining from,but new informareign. Work provides relaxation and an
tion takes you aback. You haven't seen eye outlet for your ingenuity. You are lucky;
to eye with this person lately. Say little another clearly cares about you. Tonight:
right now. Remember what you want in the Let your naughtiness out.
long run. Use sugar, not vinegar. Tonight: CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Get a good night's sleep.
*** Remain anchored and steady. A
Residential and Commercial
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
longtime friend might disappoint you and
***** Keep your eye on your goals.
New Construction & Repair
cause you to change a major decision. Give
Even though you could experience an enyourself some time, you might be overreyou'll
work,
at
ergy sag and/or problem
Phone: (502) 437-4545
P.O. Box 169
. A child or loved one dotes on you;
acting
regroup. Others assist you and help you
Pager:(502) 742-1039
sensitive. Allow more open and comprebe
Hardin, KY 42048
you,
surpnses
call
A
make a difference.
hensive discussions Tonight: Happy at
Licensed & Insured
bringing stunning news. You get what you
home.
Do
Tonight:
upbeat.
are
you
because
want
AQUARIUS(Jan 20-Feb. 18)
only what you want.
**** Keep talks flowing if you can,
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
work situation may become diffi***** Allow others to see what is though a
cult. Over the next few months, you will
going on with you. What you thought was
have a lot oftime to think through what you
a done deal emotionally,now resurfaces,or
need. Purchase an item for your home to
will in the near future. Listen carefully to
make you more comfortable. Be sure of
news from a distance. Accept an invitation;
yourself. Tonight. Chat with a friend.
to
responds
take a leap of faith. A friend
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20)
you in a special way. Tonight: Count on
*** Sometimes you don't get the whole
working overtime.
story; right now,information seems to dry
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
LICENSED & INSURED
up. Explore and do more of your own
**** Take an overview. You might not
thinking. Your mind is active, perhaps it is
be able to sit on a hot situation any longer.
time for a chat. Use your traditionally light,
Tree Trimming
Free Estimating
Your perspective changes with new inforeasy style.
Cleanup Service
24 Hr. Service

GREEN Care will mow &
Trim lawns, reasonable
rates 559-2667 & 7679279
HANDYMAN, carpentry,
work,
plumbing, yard
proches & decks. Any job
Call Danny Paschall,
492-8500.
I do house cleaning, I have
room for one large or two
small homes. Rep/E xp
436-6183.
LAWN Mowing, Reasonable Rates. Call for estimate. 435-4423.
LAWN Service. Pay less
for better. Call Dan
753-9618.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
I ne of equipment. Free est mates Day or night,
753-5484.

Samb t'others

• Individual • Business •
•Elect runic Filing.;•

'Ow Cat

Auto dealer will arrange financing even if you have
been turned down before
Loans available for no
credit, bad credit, and
bankruptcy buyers No coMust
signers needed
have at least $750 cash or
trade-in
Call the 24 hour
Automated Credit
Repair Hotline

Appliance parts to fit
most maior brands
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Fri. & Sat.
Night
Seafood Buffet &
Prime Rib Special

Daily
Lunch
Specials

Là
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Sat.
Breakfast
Brunch
8 a.m.-1 p.m.

Sunday
GRANDE
Buffet

Sat & Sun Morning Special
Hours. 6 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon.-Thur.,
Bring Church Bulletin & Receive
6 a.m.-9 p.m Fri_ & Sat.
10% OFF!
6 a.re.-2 p.m. Sunday
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By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I read with interest your column about a woman who
suffered migraine headaches whenever she had sex The reverse is true for
me
I often suffer from cluster-type and
tension headaches that are invariably
relieved by orgasm My supportive
husband is always quite willing to give
me my "therapy." I wonder if my solution to a headache problem is unique.
What do you think?
DEAR READER: Most cases of
severe headache, including migraine,
are not cured by having sex, with one
exception: Tension headache. In this
instance, stress causes the shoulder,
neck and scalp muscles to contract;
headache is a common consequence.
Obviously, any stress-relieving technique — be it mild tranquilizers, hot
packs. massage or orgasm — can get
rid of the headache by releasing muscle spasm. Your situation is not
unique but your solution won't work
for everyone.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Why would any
doctor in his right mind operate on an
85-year-old woman to remove her

See
Ronnie
Melvin

conen't
pro-

For All
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to

life
dget
give
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Needs.

than
aling
ers
inces,
wld
rgns

Dean

spleen? The organ was supposedly
manufacturing too many blood cells,
but the patient didn't survive the
surgery.
DEAR READER: Without more
information, I cannot form an opinion
aboat this difficult situation.
Tragically, the patient did not survive
the procedure However, if she had
been active, alert and independent,
the operation may have been appropriate. She might have had a form of
leukemia, called a lymphoproliferative
disorder, from which she would have
died if her spleen weren't removed.
Sometimes these decisions are difficult to judge, even in retrospect.
Nonetheless, I am sure that the
patient's doctor would be willing to
discuss, with family members, the
reasons for the surgery, as well as the
reasons why she died.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 62-year-old
woman who was troubled with constipation since childhood. I began using
2 tablespoons of a fast-acting antacid
for stomach gas, and that solved the
problem. Why would an antacid work?
DEAR READER: Because aluminum hydroxide (the active ingredient in many antacid preparations) is
extremely constipating, most manufacturers add a mild laxative (such as
magnesium carbonate) to their prod.
ucts to overcome this obstacle. Youi intestine is probably reacting to tilt
magnesium. If your constipation prob lem has been solved, you will no t
harm yourself by using small amount s
of the product on a regular basis.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Healt h
Report "Constipation and Diarrhea ."
Other readers who would like a cot iy
should send $2 plus a long, set faddressed, stamped envelope to P. 0.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, N(
York, NY 10156. Be sure to menti. )ii
the title.
! 1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.

DEAR ABBY: My letter is
prompted by my frustration with
insurance representatives with no
medical knowledge. I am a physician, and am frequently asked by
my patients to write or call on their
behalf regarding a medical bill that
the insurance company has denied.
Many times, I am just repeating
what the patient has already said to
the claims person. Other times, I
am engaged in disputes with claims
people who don't know what they

DR. GOTT
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PETER
GOTT, MD .
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CATHY
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LVDIA WAS
AUNAVS
ON A
DIET,TOO,
CATH`l.

'DIET" AS IN, SHE CAN'T
GET HER SIZE Z. 3EANS
ZAPF'ED OR "DIET" AS IN,
SHE HAS FIFTY POUNDS
TO LOSE BEFORE ZLINE ??

"DIET" AS IN, MENTAL FAT
OH,
OR ACTIAAI _ FAT? FAT ALL
I DON'T
OVER OR POT FAT? NEW
KNOW.
FAT OR C .11) FAT, AND
I DIDN'T
DOES SW', EVER WEAR API- NOTICE.
THINCr -RICKED ??

ARE
NEVER
SUPERFICIAL
WHEN YOU
NEED THEM
TO BE.
/91EA

BETTER or FOR

THAT'S OK•
I SHOW)HAVE CALLED
AND SAID I WASN'T
COMING- HOME FOR
SLIPPER .

IT'S 1-LJST THAT,1.414EN I AM
HOME, ,101.) EXPECT ME TO
WATCH OVER APRIL ALL THETME-• AND flikAif3E I'VE
GOT OTHER STUFF To
po

GARFIELD

TODAY IN HISTORY

Forewarned Is Forearmed
West dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•A 2
'74
•K J 7 5 2
+..11063
WEST
EAST
+ 1065
•J 9 8 4
VKJ 10963
V52
•A 8
• 10 9 6 3
+A7
+9 54
SOUTH
+K Q 73
A Q8
•Q 4
+K Q 8 2
The bidding:
West
North East
South
I IP
Pass
Pass
Dble
2V
3•
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead —jack of hearts.

doorstep.
Consider today's deal where
South arrives at three notrump on
the bidding shown. Given West's
opening bid, declarer should have
no trouble finding the winning
route to nine tricks. But if he
mtates the slightest slip along the way, the contract will go up in
smoke.
The critical play comes at trick
two, after South wins the opening
heart lead with the queen. If he
next leads the queen of diamonds,
West wins, continues hearts and
later gets in with the ace ofclubs to
put the contract down two.
If instead declarer leads a club
at trick two, West takes the ace,
continues hearts and eventually
scores a one-trick set.
But observe the difference if
South leads a LOW diamond at
trick two. If West puts up the ace,
declarer has nine tricks — four
diamonds, two hearts and three
spades.IfWest ducks the diamond,
dummy's jack wins. South then
abandons diamonds and drives out
the ace of clubs to assure nine
tricks in the form of three clubs,
three spades, two hearts and a
diamond.
The winning line of play is not
difficult to find given West's bidding, which marks him with a long
heart suit and both missing aces.
Armed with this information,South
simply arranges the play so that he
is sure to score nine tricks before
West can get five.

There are many hands where,
when the play begins, declarer has
no idea how the opposing cards are
distributed. If he then adopts the
most promising line of play and it
happens to fail, he cannot be
faulted, even though some other
approach might have proven successful.
But there are also many instances where declarer knows a
great deal about the unseen hands
because of what has transpired
during the bidding. If there is sufficient information available to him
to find the winning method of play
and he does not do so, then the
blame can be laid squarely on his

29 More
competent
31 Wavy
34 Slay
35 Challenges
36 — —
cummings
37 Ethiopian
title
38 "Great — of
Fire"
39 Golfer Ernie
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1 Flaming
6 Unmounted
11 Grow leaps
and —
12 Sportsman
Howe
14 Subtle
emanation
15 — the town
red
17 Law
enforcers, for
short
18 Six-pointers
(abbr)
19 Lost and —
20 Map abbr
21 Anderson ID
22 Cast off
23 Tree animal
24 Most
nervous
26 Mosquito
genus

2
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4 Road (abbr
5 Adopt
6 Becoming
ancient
7 Loving
8 Morsel

DOWN
1 Wild sheep
2 Animals
coats
3 Two peas —

(obsession)
28 Spindle for
wheel
1

Answer to Previous Puzzle

40 Bo- ne
41 Himalayan
mammal
42 Masculine
43 Sewing
implement
45 Jitters
47 Fleshy fruits
48 Ancient
chariot
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WE'RE A
LITTLE LATE MA'AM
SORRY
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WE WALKED ALL
THE WAY TO

SCHOOL THI5
MORNING.
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9 Hypothetical
force
10 Walk softly
11 Immerse
13 Paradises
16 Niece's
mother
19 Evader
20 Roundup
22 First name of
Cuban leader
23 Prison
cubicles
25 Liquid
measures
26 Spindles for
wheel
28 Route used
by planes
(2 wds
29 Rubber city
30 Partial
31 Hairless
32 Gushed
33 Affirmations
35 Europeans
38 Cotton
bundle
39 Church part
41 Ore summer
time
42 "— Doubtfire"
44 Asner ID
46 Sommer ID

loday is AeLinesda!,. March 17,
the 76th day of 1999. There are
289 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 17, A.D. 461. according to tradition, St. Patrick — the
patron saint of Ireland — died in
Saul.
On this date:
In 1776, British forces evacuated Boston during the Revolutionary War.
In 1870, the Massachusetts legislature authorized the incorporation of Wellesley Female Seminary. It later became Wellesley
College.
In 1905, Eleanor Roosevelt married Franklin D. Roosevelt in New
York.
In 1910, the Camp Fire Girls
organization was formed. It was formally presented to the public exacf:
ly two years later.
In 1941, the National Gallery
of Art opened in Washington. D.C.
In
1942,
Gen.
Douglas
MacArthur arrived in Australia to
become supreme commander of
Allied forces in the southwest Pacific theater during World War U.
In 1950, scientists at the University of California at Berkeley
announced they had created a new
radioactive element, which they
named "californium."
In 1966, a U.S. midget submarine
located a missing hydrogen bomb
that had fallen from an American
bomber into the Mediterranean off
Spain.
In 1969, Golda Meir became
prime minister of Israel.
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Ten years ago
Richard K. On Jr., son of Mr.
Published is a picture of Rex
and Mrs. Richard K. Orr, received
Cooper touching up the siding on a
his Eagle award at a Court of
Honor by Boy Scout Troop 45 at
16th Street home with a fresh coat
of paint in a photo by Staff Photog- first United Methodist Church.
rapher Mark Cooper.
Births reported include a girl to
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Don Murdock, March
Sherry and Dennis Thomas, a girl
7
to Arlene and Stanley Schlabach, a
Forty years ago
boy to Pattye and James Post and a
Airman Third Class Jack A.]
boy to Jasihta and Slamet Sarwono, Caldwell,
son of Mr. and Mrs:
March 9; twin boys to Susan and R.M.
Caldwell, is now stationed at
James Tacker and a boy to Capt. Dyess Air
Force Base, Abilene:
and Mrs. Mark Young, March 10; a Texas.
girl to Anita and Ricky Cleirs,
A paper on the history of Graves
March 11.
County, written by Lon Carter Barton, will be read at a meeting of
Twenty years ago
Jackson
Purchase Historical SociGov. Julian Carroll has apety March 21 at the Collegiate Respointed Walter Apperson, publisher
of the Murray Ledger & Times, as taurant, Murray.
North Marshall beat Fancy Farm
chairman of a screening committee
to recommend nominees for two for the championship of the First
state commissioners of the Energy Regional High School Basketball
Regulatory Commission and new Tournament.
Births reported include a girl to
Utility Regulatory Commission.
Terry K. Smith, senior at Mur- Mr. and Mrs. Paul Purvis, March
ray High School, and Ricky Cun- 14.
ningham, senior at Calloway
Fifty years ago
County High School, have been
John T. Lassiter, R.B. Patterson
named as Good Citizens of the and B.H. Dixon were elected as
Year by the Captain Wendell Oury new officers of the Calloway
Chapter of the Daughters of the County Farm Bureau.
American Revolution.
Mr. and Mrs. E.E. Douglass -of
Lynn Grove were married 50 years
Thirty years ago
March 12.
Bennie Purcell who led Murray
Births reported include a boy to
State College to the finals of the Mr. and Mrs. James Kark Peterson,
NAIA Basketball Tournament in Feb. 27; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
1952, will be inducted into the NAI Baron Palmer, March 8; a girt to
Hall of Fame. Purcell is now assis- Mr. and Mrs. Joe Paschall, March
tant basketball coach at Murray 9; a boy to Ronald and Euple
State University.
Thompson, March 10.
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DEAR ABBY: As an animal are talking about.
I. )ver, I'd like to share my story so
Recently I was explaining a dist hat others may learn from my ease process to an insurance reprenistake.
sentative when she haughtily
I have had the best companion of informed me that she had taken a
ny life, my dog Chelsey, for about medical terminology class. Perhaps
seven years. Two years ago, I met she is able to spell "nephrophthisis,"
'Mr. Wonderful," we fell in love, but I believe her scope of knowledge
moved in together, and then the ends there. Since I don't know how
honeymoon started to deteriorate. I to fix cars. I certainly wouldn't
learned that Mr. Wonderful had a argue with my mechanic about the
mean streak in him that I was automobile engine.
unwilling to live with. As we
My colleagues report similar
arranged our breakup (settling experiences. My patients share horbank accounts, dividing up furni- ror stories. I would like to hear an
ture, etc.), Mr. W. made a very big explanation as to why insurance
issue out of how close he'd grown to companies employ people who hanChelsey, and he insisted that he dle claims in subjects about which
keep her. Against my better judg- they are-not knowledgeable.
ment, I let him have her.
FRUSTRATED DOC, UTICA, N.Y.
Big mistake! To make a long
story short, Mr. W. took Chelsey out
DEAR FRUSTRATED DOC: I
to a rural area and dumped her. Mr suspect it has a lot to do with
W. didn't want her — he just want- cost containment. If a medical
ed to get in one last dig at me.
professional were handling the
So there I was, blindly thinking claims, it might drive administhat the two of them were living trative costs through the roof;
happily ever after. Meanwhile, and if a debate actually ocsome kindly country folks found curred between two medically
Chelsey and took her to the city ani- knowledgeable professionals
mal shelter, where she was chosen about whether a claim should
"Pet of the Week." For this honor, be paid, the company might
she made a short appearance on one find itself paying out more fees
of the local TV stations' news broad- to doctors. I'd be interested in a
casts. I almost had a cardiac arrest response from insurance cornwhen I saw my Chelsey on TV panies — if it is short, sweet and
described as a "stray" found eating to the point.
out of trash cans.
s•
•
Abby, let this be a lesson. When
you're breaking up with someone,
CONFIDENTIAL TO MY
don't let him have your beloved pet! IRISH READERS: Happy St.
PAT IN FIRCREST, WASH. Patrick's Day to one and all.
In the words of an old Irish
DEAR PAT: You and Chelsey blessing:
are both very lucky — first to
May you never forget what is
have been reunited against worth remembering,
great odds, and second, to have
Or remember what is best
the pathological "Mr. Wonder- forgotten.
ful" out of your lives before he
•
caused more damage.
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YMCA program touches lives
This week's column is being
written by Michelle Hansen, program coordinator for Big Brothers Big Sisters.

,

How do you touch the lives of
others? Is it by a kind word that
you give in passing or is it by
ignoring someone in his or her
, time of need? Is it your smile in
return to theirs or is it in your
anger as it lashes out toward an
undeserving bystander?
I know some folks who are
touching the lives of others in an
incredible way. They are the volunteers of the Big Brother Big
Sister program. They give two to
four hours a week to spend time
with a youth who wants to have
a mentor.
These folks are your neighbors,
your friends and your co-workers.
They are normal people who believe
that by giving of their lives, they
can make a great difference in the
life of a child. And you know
what, they're right.
An independent study done in
1995 showed that kids who had
a Big Brother or a Big Sister were
46 percent less likely to get involved
in drugs or alcohol and 52 percent less likely to skip school.
Those are areas where these
volunteers are making a big difference. How do they do it? Many
people think that these mentors
go and "harp" on the kids, pointing out ways to do things better.
Or that maybe they only do homework with the youth, showing them
that studying is the most important thing in the world.
Actually, these volunteers form
a relationship with the youth that
focuses on what that child needs.
But they do this in such a way
that it is very simple.
For instance, let me tell you a
Amy. Jane is ..an. 11-year-old girl
who lives with her mother and
two older brothers. She is a bit
shy and enjoys reading and cooking. She is beginning to develop
into a young lady and in the
process has developed body odor.
Jane listens to her mother when
it comes to doing chores and
things, but she and her mother
don't 'usually talk about personal
stuff like boys or body odor.
Recently, Jane's mom has
noticed that her body odor has
gotten worse and she has encouraged Jane to use deodorant. Jane,
being somewhat shy, was totally
embarrassed by the conversation
and kind of thinks that her mother is being overprotective and definitely "uncool."

emeA ECadbetf 36(44
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Although she showers regularly, she has not used deodorant.
Not a big problem you may say,
but let's take a look at Jane's life.
Because she has some body odor,
her classmates don't want to sit
next to her in class or at lunch
or in physical education class.
They avoid her. Even her friends
try to keep their distance.
Jane doesn't totally understand
why and begins to question what
is wrong with her. Is she not pretty enough? Not popular enough?
Not talkative enough?
Jane's self confidence begins to
waver and she becomes a bit sad.
Her mother notices the changes
and decides to sign Jane up for
the Big Brother Big Sister program, hoping that Jane can be
matched with someone who understands what is happening with her
daughter.
After going through the process,
Jane is matched with her Big Sister Sherry. Sherry is a stay-athome mom with a young child.
She is also a bit quiet and loves
to read.
She and Jane hit it off just
great and spend many afternoons
in the library reading. They even
volunteered to help out with the
Story Hour for the little kids on
Saturdays. Jane and Sherry really
liked hanging out with each other.
Jane still had her body odor problem and Sherry knew it, but instead
of telling her over and over again
about deodorant, Sherry took another approach.
One day, the match stopped by
the store to pick up flour to make
a cake for Jane's birthday. While
there, Sherry asked Jane to help
her pick out some deodorant. All
of the sudden, Jane realized Sherry, who she looked up to, wore
deodorant, and that she was still
"cool."
Not only did Sherry get the
kY,.-..st smelling, best-priced deodorant, she helped change the life of
a little girl. The next day, Jane
and her mother bought Jane some
deodorant. All of the sudden, the
body odor was a thing of the past
and Jane's schoolmates began to
get to know her again.
She found that it wasn't a concern of being pretty enough or
popular enough or talkative enough.
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She knew that she would treasure
the friends who had stayed by her
side and that she would always
try to be herself.
Sherry the Big Sister wasn't
superwoman or a wonderful counselor. She was just a human being
who decided to make a difference
in the life of a child. You can do
the same thing if you try.
Big Brothers Big Sisters is a
program which is sponsored by
the Murray Family YMCA. We
believe that BBBS carries on the
mission of the YMCA to "build
strong kids, strong families and
strong communities."
The program matches youth ages
6-16 with caring adults who have
gone through an appropriate screening process. The matches enjoying doing activities which both
the Big and Little are interested
in, such as cooking or basketball
or computers.
The Big Brothers Big Sisters
program is offered at no charge
to any of the participants. Being
a United Way Agency, BBBS
receives 35 percent of its budget
from this source. However, the
rest comes from people like you.
That is why we have events
like our upcoming Bowl For Kids'
Sake, which we are hoping to
make $12,000 from this year. It
will be held March 27 at Corvette
Lanes.

1998 Ford Ranger XLT P ickup - St. #99296.1. Dark green, PS/PB, A/C, 32,000 miles..
1998 Silverado SWB - St

$:8
$18
1995
995

. #991401. Local one owner, only 21,500 miles

1998 Silverado Ext. Cab - St. #991441. Local, one owner, 28,600 miles
1998 Jeep Grand Cherok ee - St. #99002.1. v-8, LTD, 4x4, black leather, all power, 27,000 miles..
$26,350
1998 GMC 2500 Pickup -

Reduced

St 4496. V-8, 5 speed, only 3,000 miles

$16,986

1998 Jeep Cherokee 4W0 Ltd.- St. #99120.1. P/VV, P/L, tilt & cruise, OS, cassette/CD, leather, local
Reduced $17,995
one owner
1997 Chev. Blazer - St. #99

282.1. 4 door, 2WD, white, V-6, auto., NC, PW/PL, tilt & cruise....$16,782

1997 Dodge Intrepid - St. Oh )9215.1. Maroon, 3.5 L., V-6, auto., NC,P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette.....
$11,450
1997 Nissan 200SX - St. #9c 12631. Local, on,owner, only 28,500 miles
1997 Toyota Tacoma Ext. C ab Pickup - St. #991501. Local trade. Only 55,000 miles

$14,385
$13,485

St. #992571. Local one owner, leather, loaded, only 16,000 miles

1997 Chev. Suburban 4x4 -

$28,985
1997 Chev. S-10 Stepside Pi ickup - St. #99154.2. Red, PS/PB, NC, 17,000 miles
1997 Plymouth Neon - St. #9 9030.1. 4 door, auto., NC, PS/PB, 28,000 miles

$9,986

1997 Buick Regal - St. #99143 1. 4 door, local, one owner, full power
1997 Saturn SW2 Station We igon - St. #99240.1. Tan, auto., P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise

78
55
$13
$8,0

$11,995

95
88
0
Auto, NC, white, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette.... Reduced $$ 4

1997 Dodge Stratus - St.

1996 Chev. Cavalier - St. #99( )50.1. 4 door, tan, auto., NC,PS/PB, 40,000 miles
1996 Chrysler Sebring LXI -

St. #592.1. White, V-6, auto., NC, P/W, P/L, sunroof, leather...$11,486

1996 Nissan Ex Cab XE Pickt ip - St. #99230.1. Auto., NC PS/PB, 50,000 miles
1996 Chev. S-10 Pickup - St.

There are a few ways to participate, including being a corporate sponsor like Froggy 103, the
American Humanics Student Association, Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, Rotary ,of Murray and
Corvette Lanes with a donation of
$250 to $2,500 or you can get a
team of five people together and
raise $125/team (tee-shirt included). You can also give a donation
of any amount. All donations are
tax deductible and stay right here
in Calloway County.
Big Brothers Big Sisters of Murray/Calloway County currently has
eight matches of Littles and Bigs.
However, in 1996, a needs assessment on Calloway County found
300 singleparent homes that could
make use of this program. As you
can see, we have a long way to
go.
How can you touch a life?

.... $9,995

$$
18
1:4
38
86
5

985521. Local, one owner, 47,800 miles

$9,985

Reduced

1996 Olds Cutlass - St. #99140g. 4 door, local, one owner, extra nice

$8,985
1996 Ford Ranger - St. #991091. Local trade, V-6, auto., only 31,500 miles
1996 Nissan Sentra GXE - St. # 980901. One owner, full powef, 34,160 miles, factory warranty, very
Sale Price $8,995
nice. Was $10,995
1996 Pontiac Grand Prix - St. 4 97379.3. 4 dr., V-6, auto., NC, P/VV, P/L, tilt & cruise, 38,000 miles
Reduced $8,753
1995 Dodge Stratus - St. #99266 .1. Auto., NC, PS/PB, 46,000 miles
1995 Dodge Dakota Club SLT F 'ickup - St. #99305.1. Green, V-6, auto., NC, tilt & cruise $8,995
$10,995
1995 Ford F150 Eddie Bauer Pi ckup - St. #99011.2. White/tan, V-8, auto., NC,PNV, P/L
$8,750
$6,995

1995 Nissan XE Pickup - St. #993 )77.3. Blue, NC,PS/PB, 40,000 miles

1995 Dodge Dakota Club SLT P ickup - St. #99013.1. Tan, V-6, auto., NC, P/S, P.B, 63,000 miles..
$9,995
1995 Chev. 1500 Ex. Cab Pickui)- St. #99121.2. Customized, leather, ground effects, V-8, PNV, P/L
87
82
6
2:4
$15

1995 Ford F150 LWB 4x4 - St. K. 18342.1. Green/White, V-8, auto., NC, XLT pkg.
1995 Mercury Sable - St. #99106.

1. 4 door, local, one owner, full power, 57,000 miles

$8,795

1995 Nissan Pathfinder 4x4 - St

#992531. Local, one owner, full power, extra nice

$12,495

1995 Honda Civic - St. 45270. Ong

owner, great gas mileage

$7,285

1995 Chevrolet Suburban - St. #1191641. Local, one owner, full power, excellent condition.. $18,985
Reduced $9,795
1995 Chrysler LHS - St. #985442 t .ocal one owner, full power, nice
1995 Olds Cutlass Supreme - S. #991101. Local one owner, full power, extra nice

n.

Reduced

Spring Renewallime, and there never been a hefier

Reduced $8,986
1995 Chev. Camaro - St. #99242.1. V-6, auto., A/C
excellent
miles,
84,000
trade,
full
power,
#985001.
Local
1995 Subaru Legacy LS 4 Dr. - S. :.
condition.
Was $12,495.00

lime to renew or ilari your Juhicripiion because we re olleriny
up to a $6 Javinv with every renewal order.

Sale Price

$7,632

1994 Plymouth Laser - St

$4,876

#488.1. Red, NC,PS/PB

0Payment Enclosed

1994 Chev. Camaro Convertible - •

$18.00
$33.00
$66.00

$10,495

1994 Olds Cutlass Supreme - St tt481. v-6, PNV, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette
1994 Nissan Ext. Cab XE Pickup • - St. #99121.1

3 months
6 months
1 year

$7,885

PS/PB, NC, extra clean, 59,000 miles

St. #99196. Local trade, full power, extra sharp

$7,995
$11,985

1994 Dodge 1500 LWB ST - St. #9!;1139.1. Blue/tan, V-8, auto., NC, tilt & cruise... Reduced $6,995
#98321.1. Burgandy, V-6, auto., NC,P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise.....
Reduced $7,995

1994 Dodge B250 Cony. Van - St.
1993 Jeep Cherokee Country - St.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

#99301.1. 4 door, teal/tan, auto., A/C, P/VV, P/L, 45,000 miles

$9,995
1993 Ford F150 Club Cab XLT- St .

#99171.1. Tan, V-8, auto., PAN, P/L, tilt & cruise

$9,376

1993 Pontiac Transport Van - st. #913267.2. Auto., NC, PS/PB, burgundy

NAME

1993 Ford F150 LWB Pk.- St. #483
ADDRESS
CITY

PHONE
STATE

V-8, auto., NC, PS/PB...........

.....

94
5
$7
5,38
............... ....... $9

1993 Chevrolet 1500 SWB Silverad o Pickup - St. #99086.1. Red, V-6, auto., P/W, P/L, tilt &
$8,986
cruise
1992 GMC 1/2 Ton Ext. Cab - St. #985.07.1. Local, one owner, 87,242 miles, excellent condition.
Reduced $9,900
Was $12,495

ZIP

PAYMENT AMOUNT

All Vehice 'es Subject To Prior Sale

Offer valid 3115199-3131199 • Good for 1 year only

**Whatever It Takes, We

AY
LEDGER &TIMES

2420 E. Wood St.,
Paris, TN
(901)642-3900 (f)TOYOTA
1-800-325-3229

2400 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816

1001 Whitnell Ave. • 753-1916
'Pat
Dodge
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